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Releases of pollutants into the atmosphere pose risks to human health, the en-

vironment, and the economy. Fine-scale monitoring of air pollution and efforts

to characterize the impact of the local environment on pollutant concentrations

have led to great developments in sensor technology and the generation of a

staggering amount of new data. While the advent of large datasets has led to

more emphasis on statistical modeling, the disconnectedness of these models

from underlying physical laws degrades their generalizability. Consequently,

the objective of the present research is to apply a combination of statistical and

deterministic models to quantify the effects of the environment at varying scales

on: 1) our ability to observe and measure pollutant concentration profiles, 2)

our ability to make inferences about the state of the pollutant sources, and 3)

The evolution of pollutant concentration profiles.

This dissertation is divided into three parts. The first part focuses on a theo-

retical analysis of the uncertainties involved in leak quantification via gas imag-

ing techniques. These uncertainties are quantified through statistical analysis

of Large Eddy Simulation (LES) data. Our results show that uncertainties that

are due to inferring the 3D plume structure from 2D projections become smaller

as measurements are made at larger downwind distances from the emission

source. Further, acquisition times on the order of tens of seconds are sufficient

to significantly reduce these uncertainties.



The second part employs a recursive Bayesian scheme to infer the varying

states of a gas emission source observed through downwind mobile measure-

ments. Our findings suggest that the statistics of the measurements, such as

the coefficient of variation and range are good predictors of the performance of

the Bayesian algorithm. In addition, the algorithm shows a high success rate in

detecting the state change when the emission rate is tripled.

The third part introduces a spatial clustering framework developed for

studying the role of land-use in mediating the effect of meteorology on urban

air quality. Our study is based on long-term mobile measurements of Nitro-

gen Dioxide (NO2) concentrations in Oakland, California. We find strong cor-

relations between wind speed and NO2 concentrations in the absence of other

causes of strong vertical mixing such as highway traffic and higher surface heat

fluxes in summer. In addition, an analysis of the exceedance probabilities shows

that wind speed is effective in lowering the highest concentrations even in re-

gions where mean concentrations are not responsive to wind speed. These find-

ings coupled with projections of climate (e.g., wind speed forecasts) and urban

development can be used to make predictions regarding future air quality in

urban areas.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Releases of pollutants into the atmosphere pose risks to human health, the envi-

ronment, and the economy. Efforts for successful sensing of these pollutants at

fine scales and characterizing the impact of the local environment on their evo-

lution have led to great developments in sensor technology. Examples of these

new sensor technologies include but are not limited to hyperspectral imaging

systems, networks of point sensors, networks of line sensors, personal and

portable air pollution sensors, and network of mobile sensors. This explosion

in sensor technology has led to the generation of a staggering amount of new

data and thanks to advancements in wireless connectivity and cloud comput-

ing, constructing statistical models is easier than ever. Therefore, application of

machine learning and big data approaches has gained a lot of traction in recent

years. However, the lack of reliance of these approaches on underlying phys-

ical laws and unavailability of proper training data sets for some applications,

degrades their performance in practice.

Traditionally, the inference of the state or dynamics of physical systems has

relied on either physics/equation based (deterministic) or data-driven (statis-

tical) models. Effective utilization of deterministic models requires good spec-

ification of parameter values in addition to an outstanding understanding of

the underlying physics of the system. When building deterministic models of

complex systems, parameters of the system components are often unavailable

because of incomplete technical specifications, hidden physical interactions, or

interactions that are too complex to model from first principles [4]. As a result,

we often resort to simplifying assumptions and coarser models that imperfectly
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describe the behavior of the system, which not only leads to a poor description

of system behavior but also renders the model difficult to comprehend and ana-

lyze [5]. For example, the Air Quality Dispersion Model (AERMOD) that is the

dispersion modeling system recommended by the U.S. Environmental Protec-

tion Agency (USEPA), receives regular updates for capability improvement. In

particular, recent analyses related to modeling building downwash have shown

AERMOD to both overpredict and underpredict ground-level concentrations in

the building wake, depending on the building dimensions; stack height; stack

location; and the orientation of the building relative to the wind direction [6, 7].

Purely data-driven models on the other hand, ignore any knowledge of the

underlying physics of the system and often require large amounts of labeled

training data to successfully model the behavior of the system under varying

conditions. There are two primary hurdles for successful modeling of physical

systems through purely data-driven methods. First, complex systems involve

a large number of variables that follow intricate and non-stationary patterns

that dynamically change over time. Data-driven models for these systems often

suffer from scarcity of representative training examples that cover the entire do-

main of variables. Therefore, the true nature of relationships between the vari-

ables cannot be established through the limited number of labeled instances. In

particular, data-driven models can often generate spurious relationships that fit

the training data well, but do not generalize well outside the available data [5].

Second, the black-box nature of data-driven methods leads to models that lack

interpretability and faithfulness to the underlying physical laws (e.g., conserva-

tion of mass). As a result, these models have limited predictive power especially

when it comes to extreme events with no previous record. Consequently, a pru-

dent approach is to use methods that use the physics of the system and prior
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knowledge about the domain to guide the construction of data-driven models.

The objective of the present research is to apply a combination of statistical

and deterministic models to quantify the effects of the environment at varying

scales on: 1) The evolution of pollutant concentration profiles, 2) our ability

to observe and measure pollutant concentration profiles, and 3) our ability to

make inferences about the state of the pollutant sources. The impacts of the en-

vironment on the evolution of concentrations of pollutants can be attributed to

the meteorology and the spatial domain in which the pollutants are released in.

These impacts indicate that air pollution is an area that is sensitive to projected

climate change and anthropogenic developments. For example, a few studies

have observed correlations of high-ozone events (>80 ppb) with meteorologi-

cal variables such as temperature, regional stagnation and wind speed among

others [1, 8, 9]. Figure 1.1 illustrates the observed probability that the maximum

daily 8 hour average ozone will exceed 80 ppb based on the daily maximum

temperature for 3 regions in the United States. The figures shows that in the

Northeast, the probability can double for a 3K increase in temperature, high-

lighting the potentially large sensitivity to climate change.

Recent investigations into climate and anthropogenic influences on air qual-

ity have revealed many challenges. In terms of the effects of meteorology on

pollutant concentrations, these challenges arise mainly because some meteoro-

logical parameters are heavily correlated, making it difficult to separate the ef-

fect of individual variables on pollutant levels. In addition, the meteorological

effects vary based on the spatial domain. In terms of anthropogenic develop-

ments, the wide variety of spatial environments makes it challenging to develop

universal models to quantify effects of the spatial domain on air quality. While
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Figure 1.1: Observed probability that the maximum daily 8-h average
ozone will exceed 80 ppb for a given daily maximum tempera-
ture, based on 1980-1998 data. Values are shown for the North-
east U.S., the Los Angeles Basin, and the Southeast U.S. [1].

some of these challenges (e.g., correlation between meteorological parameters)

can be overcome by gathering more data, it is infeasible to collect data under ev-

ery possible scenario (e.g., it is impossible to gather air pollution data for every

possible building arrangement). Meanwhile, deterministic models in this con-

text are often based on several assumptions that are rarely satisfied in complex

practical environments, and in some cases, they are difficult to verify. Thus, we

propose approaches that combine statistical and deterministic models with the

goal of characterizing the state and dynamics of environmental variables that

drive air pollution.

Accomplishing the goal of the present research is consequential in the ef-

fort to mitigate air pollutant emissions and make predictions regarding extreme

events caused by changes to the local controls. To this end, the research is di-

vided into three parts presented in chapters 2-4.
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In chapter two, the viability of hyperspectral imaging systems for quantify-

ing emissions is investigated. Based on the cost of the imaging systems com-

pared to more traditional leak quantification methods, a leak rate estimation

skill to within 20% error is desired. The threshold of 20% is chosen based on

the challenge set by ARPA-E’s Methane Observation Networks with Innova-

tive Technology to Obtain Reduction (MONITOR) program [10]. The viability

of the imaging systems is quantified in a theoretical setting where we present a

systematic categorization of the involved uncertainties with a focus on projec-

tion uncertainties that arise when 3D velocity and concentration fields inside a

plume are projected on 2D images. The projection uncertainties are then quan-

tified using Large Eddy Simulation experiments of a point source release into

the atmosphere. Our results show that projection uncertainties are higher when

the gas plume observations are made at smaller distances to the point source.

Further, acquisition times on the order of tens of seconds are sufficient to sig-

nificantly reduce the projection uncertainties. We use these findings alongside

practical consideration to suggest guidelines for more robust leak quantification

through gas imaging.

Quantification of gas emissions (especially methane) is an important and

active area of research that is necessary for mitigating emissions, computing na-

tional inventories, and understanding of the sources and magnitudes of emis-

sions from various industries. However, in recent years, researchers have no-

ticed ”fat-tail” distributions of methane emissions in the oil and gas industry,

suggesting that a small fraction of sites are responsible for the majority of emis-

sions [2,3,11]. For example, Figure 1.2 shows the distribution of emissions from

both active and idle well pads sampled in California as measured by a recent

mobile monitoring campaign, indicating that 15% of the sampled active well
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Figure 1.2: Cumulative fraction of measured emissions as a function of the
cumulative fraction of the sampled well pads for active and
idle well pads in California [2]

pads are responsible for more than 85% of the total measured emissions. Simi-

lar results have been observed across different sectors of the oil and gas industry

in various regions in the United States and Canada [3, 12].

Discrepancies between bottom-up and top-down estimates of emissions has

led to the belief that the biggest emitters (often referred to as super-emitters)

arise due to abnormal operating conditions [3,11]. Here, top-down refers to ag-

gregate emission estimates across large geographies through usage of aircraft,

satellites or tower networks, while bottom-up methods aggregate and extrapo-

late emissions from individual equipment made directly at the emission point.

Figure 1.3 shows the difference between bottom-up and top-down estimates for

sites in the Barnett Shale production region in Texas, where 10,000 Monte-Carlo

simulations were performed to estimate the range of emission estimates from

bottom-up measurements. In particular, the highest emitting 1% of sites in the
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observed top-down distribution have cumulative emissions nine times larger

than the bottom-up estimates. With bottom-up estimates often underestimating

the effects of abnormal operations, it is therefore concluded that these operating

conditions cause super-emitters. Therefore, rapid and effective identification of

faulty operations can lead to substantial emission mitigation. To put the effect

of rapid identification of faulty operations into perspective, let us consider an

annual inspection scheme that would detect any unwanted leaks at a produc-

tion site. Under the assumption that the leak can occur at any time between

inspections, with the initiation times of leaks evenly distributed throughout the

year, the average fault would persist for 365/2 = 182.5 days. Consequently, a

fault identification scheme that could detect leaks within a few days would lead

to substantial emission reductions (e.g. finding the leak within 18 days results

in a 90% emission reduction on average).

In chapter three, we present a changepoint detection algorithm based on a

recursive Bayesian scheme that allows for simultaneous emission rate estima-

tion and fault detection. Our Bayesian inference methodology is superior to

current methods for estimation and fault detection [13], as it readily yields the

uncertainties related to emission estimates and allows for ”online” fault detec-

tion (i.e. fault detection with more measurements becoming available incre-

mentally). The proposed algorithm is tested on a series of near-field controlled

release mobile experiments, with promising results demonstrating successful

detection (>90% success rate) of changes in the leak rate when the emission rate

is tripled after an abrupt change. This result is significant, because faulty oper-

ations often lead to emission rates that are orders of magnitude larger than pre-

fault rates. Moreover, we show that the statistics of the measurements, such as

the coefficient of variation and range are good predictors of the performance of
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Figure 1.3: Cumulative emissions as a function of emission rate per site.
Blue lines represent each of 10,000 Monte Carlo iterations from
the bottom-up aggregation reported, orange line represent the
top-down results, vertical line represent the 99th percentile of
site emissions [3].

the algorithm. Finally, we describe how this methodology can be easily adapted

to suit time-averaged concentration data measured by stationary sensors, thus

showcasing its flexibility.

While the focus of chapter three is on targeted small scale mobile measure-

ments and their applicability for emission rate estimation and fault detection,

chapter four relies on large scale mobile measurement campaigns that cover

large spatial domains (such as entire urban areas) over long periods of time (i.e.

months and years).

In chapter four, we examine the role of urban land use in mediating the effect

of regional meteorology on Nitrogen Dioxide (NO2) concentrations measured

by mobile monitors in different regions of Oakland, CA. Inspired by land-use
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Regression (LUR) models, we cluster 30-meter road segments in the urban area

based on their land use. The concentration data from the resulting clusters are

stratified based on seasonality and conditionally averaged based on concurrent

wind speeds. The clustering analysis yielded 7 clusters, with 4 of them cho-

sen for further statistical analysis due to their large sample sizes. Two of the

four clusters demonstrated in winter a strong negative linear relationship be-

tween NO2 concentration and wind speed. A weaker correlation and flatter

slope was found for the cluster representing road segments belonging to in-

terstate highways. No significant relationship was found during the summer

season. These findings are consistent with the concept of strong vertical mix-

ing due to highway traffic and increased surface heat fluxes during summer

weakening the relationship between wind speed and NO2 concentrations. In

summary, the clustering analysis framework presented here provides a novel

tool for use with large-scale mobile measurements to reveal the effect of urban

land form on the temporal dynamics of pollutant concentrations and ultimately

human exposure.
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CHAPTER 2

ON THE VIABILITY OF VIDEO IMAGING IN LEAK RATE

QUANTIFICATION: A THEORETICAL ERROR ANALYSIS

2.1 Introduction

With technological advances in extraction techniques [14], the production of

Natural Gas (NG) in the United States underwent a steady increase in the 2010s

and reached a new record high in 2019 [15]. Operational and accidental emis-

sions at NG production, processing and transmission facilities release methane,

the major component of NG, into the atmosphere, posing risks associated with

climate change and health and safety [16]. Therefore, mitigation of emissions

has become a top priority in the United States, highlighted by the introduction

of periodic leak detection and repair (LDAR) surveys for methane by the U.S.

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) in the 2016 updates to the New Source

Performance Standards [17]. In practice, LDAR programs following U.S. EPA’s

Method 21 or using optical gas imaging (OGI) are effective for component-level

leak detection, however, they are labor and resource intensive, which prevents

frequent survey and prompt mitigation efforts. While the focus of LDAR pro-

grams has been on leak detection and localization, quantification of emission

sources can lead to more effective emission mitigation by prioritizing repair for

larger leaks. Furthermore, quantification of small and medium-sized emission

sources adds depth to our understanding of emission profiles associated with

the NG supply chain that can lead to further mitigation efforts.

In recent years, new measurement systems and technologies have been de-

veloped to quantify emissions of methane from equipment and operations with
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reduced cost and/or improved spatial coverage. Few examples include portable

methane analyzers [18], open-path laser spectrometers [19], remote sensing of

methane from aircraft and satellite [20–22], and ground-based mobile sensing

approaches [2, 23]. Use of portable methane analyzers is an accurate method

for quantifying known emission sources, but localization efforts are often la-

bor intensive with the requirement of investigating entire facilities at a slow

pace. Open-path laser spectrometers are used to quantify emissions from facil-

ities, but require equipment for wind measurement in addition to knowledge

of location of emitting components that necessitates accompanied use of de-

tection methods such as OGI. Satellite and airborne methods allow coverage

of large areas and detection of relatively large emission sources (e.g. detection

limit for the Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer - Next Generation

is 240 kg CH4/day) [22]. However, such high detection limits prevent iden-

tification of low- and moderate-emission sources under typical meteorological

conditions. Ground-based mobile sensing approaches are useful in quantifying

emissions from facilities without offering solutions for component leak localiza-

tion [24, 25].

One newly developed technique that allows for quantification and localiza-

tion is ground-based remote sensing via gas imaging cameras [26–28]. Gas

imaging includes capturing video images of methane plumes in the environ-

ment to quantify emission rates. Briefly, this technique involves the comparison

of the at-sensor radiant energy in the IR part of the electromagnetic spectrum

in the presence and absence of the methane gas plume. This difference in ra-

diance is then related to the depth integrated concentration of the gas (also

known as the concentration-path length) in ppm×m through the use of Beer-

Lambert law and the temperature contrast between the gas and the background
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scene. This technique shows promise as it offers high spatiotemporal resolu-

tion in mapping gas concentrations as well as possibility of automation and

continuous monitoring of sites. In addition, ancillary equipment for wind mea-

surement is not required, since with high frequency imaging (e.g. >1Hz) gas

velocities inside the plume can be approximated by tracking plume features in

consecutive images using velocimetry algorithms such as minimum quadratic

differences [29], cross-correlation between consecutive images [30], and block-

matching [26]. With the measured methane concentration and the estimated

flow velocity, the emission rates can be computed based on the principle of

mass conservation. However, a systematic analysis focusing on the uncertainty

of such estimates has been lacking in the literature.

The effectiveness of gas imaging techniques in quantifying unknown leak

rates is tied to the level of uncertainty in leak quantification. Furthermore,

lower uncertainties in leak rate quantification lead to lower false alarm rates

and promote effective mitigation of emissions and reduced costs [12]. An in-

depth understanding of the sources of uncertainty is essential for increasing

the accuracy and precision of leak quantification. To this end, we divide the

uncertainties into the following categories: 1) instrumentation, 2) operational

and 3) two-dimensional (2D) projection uncertainties. Lower uncertainties can

generally be achieved through technological advances in equipment and instru-

mentation. For example, increased spatial and temporal resolution of imaging

cameras translate into lower uncertainty in concentration measurement and ve-

locity estimation which in turn leads to lower total uncertainty in leak quantifi-

cation [12]. Instrumentation uncertainties are usually reported by manufactur-

ers and have been previously studied in detail [26, 27, 30, 31]. Meanwhile, the

transformation of concentrations and velocities into emission rates is also an un-
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certain process. The uncertainties of this transformation process can be due to

operating conditions (operational uncertainty) or arise from approximating the

three-dimensional (3D) methane plume, using a 2D view as seen by the camera

(projection uncertainties). Operating conditions such as distance between cam-

era and leak, background temperature, changes in wind speed and direction

can affect uncertainty levels by affecting detection capabilities of the cameras

and have been previously investigated for leak detection through simulations

and experiments [32,33]. On the other hand, projection uncertainties have been

largely ignored in the literature. It is worth noting that while operating condi-

tions and instrumentation uncertainties can affect the magnitude of projection

uncertainties, projection uncertainties are ubiquitous irrespective of other un-

certainties. In other words, even with perfect equipment and algorithms accu-

rately measuring concentrations and velocities, projection uncertainties will still

be present.

In this chapter, we formulate the projection uncertainties related to the trans-

formation of gas imaging measurements into emission rates through a rigorous

theoretical analysis that couples mass balance and spatial Reynolds decompo-

sition. Our analysis is first carried out through comparison of a 3D view of

instantaneous plume transport and its 2D projection which models an emis-

sion scene as observed through the lens of a camera. Our analysis divides the

projection uncertainties into two distinct uncertainty expressions. These two

expressions are then quantified and compared against each other using Large

eddy simulations (LES) of a point source plume dispersion under neutral atmo-

spheric conditions. Furthermore, the effects of acquisition time and downwind

distance from leak on projection uncertainties are quantified. Finally, we dis-

cuss the implications of these results on the viability of gas imaging techniques
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on leak rate quantification.

It is worth noting that this chapter focuses on fugitive emissions of methane

due to the recent incentives for accurate quantification, namely the DOE ARPA-

E’s Methane Observation Networks with Innovative Technology to Obtain Re-

duction (MONITOR) program [10], however, our theoretical analysis stands

true for video observations of any release of a conserved scalar into the envi-

ronment.

2.2 Theory

To evaluate the projection uncertainties in leak rate quantification through gas

imaging, we need to derive expressions for the error terms involved. To this

end, in section 2.2.1 we describe an instantaneous view of plume transport and

use it to formulate an exact solution to a point source leak rate problem. This

formulation has been previously used to characterize point sources through mo-

bile sensor data with details available in [34]. In section 2.2.2, we introduce

a 2D projection of the transport formulation to model images captured in gas

imaging experiments. We use these 2D projections to formulate an approximate

solution to the leak rate problem. The difference between the exact and approx-

imate solutions explicitly describes the projection uncertainties present in leak

rate quantification as shown in section 2.2.3.
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2.2.1 Instantaneous 3D view of plume transport

We consider the release of a gas (e.g. methane) from a point source into the

environment. The release is happening in the surface-layer of the atmospheric

boundary layer (ABL) where the assumptions of statistically stationary and hor-

izontally homogeneous turbulence hold [35]. Without loss of generality, we as-

sume that the x−axis of the coordinate system is directed along the mean wind,

and we refer to the y and z directions as ”depth” and ”height” directions, re-

spectively. This setup is shown in Figure 2.1a, with the point source located at

(xp, yp, zp). In this setup, u, v and w are defined as velocity components in x, y and

z directions, respectively. A control volume is defined starting from the origin O

and extending in the three principal directions up to downwind sampling posi-

tions xm, from ymin to ymax in depth, and zmin to zmax vertically. The control volume

contains the source and is defined such that the plume generated from the point

source only exits the face on the y − z plane at x = xm. Conservation of mass

states that the source rate (mass per time), Q can be expressed as

Q = F(xm, t) +
dS (t)

dt
, (2.1)

where S (t) is total mass of the emitted gas in the control volume, t is time, and

F(xm, t) is the mass flow rate out of the control volume.

The total mass of the emitted gas in the control volume at any time, t, is

calculated by integrating the above-ambient concentration over the full control

volume as follows

S (t) =

∫ xm

0

∫ ymax

ymin

∫ zmax

zmin

c(x, y, z, t)dzdydx, (2.2)

where c is the above-ambient gas concentration. In the ABL, the flow is highly

turbulent so that molecular diffusion can be ignored relative to turbulent trans-
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port [36]. Therefore, the mass flow rate exiting the downwind face of the control

volume is related to the gas concentration and velocity as

F(xm, t) =

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

c(xm, y, z, t)u(xm, y, z, t)dydz, (2.3)

where Ly and Lz are the plume depth and height, respectively.

Equations (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) allow for quantification of the source rate

with knowledge of the gas concentration and plume velocity as functions of

space and time. These expressions are considered the benchmark to which we

will compare other formulations to evaluate their intrinsic uncertainties. Note

that the precise local gas concentrations and velocities are not readily available

through gas imaging techniques; therefore, we simulate the image sampling

process in a 2D model framework so as to quantify the truncation errors intro-

duced by the measurements and analytics.

2.2.2 2D modeling of instantaneous plume transport

In order to model the images of plume transport, the control volume introduced

above is projected such that the y−axis is collapsed and only the x and z prin-

cipal directions are resolved (Figure 2.1b). In this scenario, it is not possible

for a camera to obtain the velocity and concentration variations with depth (i.e.

variations in y−direction). Instead, a depth-integrated concentration profile is

observed [27, 28], which is denoted by cy and defined as

cy(x, z, t) =

∫
Ly

c(x, y, z, t)dy. (2.4)

Equation (2.4) can be utilized to show that in the 2D model the total mass of the

emitted gas within the control volume S (t) can be evaluated exactly.
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Figure 2.1: A control volume containing a continuous source with a mass
flow rate of Q located at

(
xp, yp, zp

)
in (a) a 3D, with a cross-

plane view of the plume mass flow rate, F(xm, t) at downwind
distance, xm and (b) a two-dimensional snapshot modeling an
image obtained via gas imaging leading to an estimate of the
mass flow rate, Fest(xm, t) at downwind distance, xm.

To calculate the mass flow out of the control volume, the velocities inside the

plume are also required. In practice, these velocities are measured by employ-

ing optical velocimetry algorithms [26, 29, 30] that track the depth-integrated

concentration profiles over consecutive images. The mass flow out of the con-

trol volume can be estimated using these inferred velocity profiles from plume

tracking, labeled ui(xm, z, t), and the depth integrated concentration profiles as

follows

Fest(xm, t) =

∫
Lz

cy(xm, z, t)ui(xm, z, t)dz, (2.5)

where Fest is the estimated outward mass flow. A detailed discussion on the

possibilities for the inferred velocity is presented in section 2.4.2.
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2.2.3 Projection uncertainty formulation

The projection uncertainty associated with the 2D projection of the plume can

be formulated by comparing the leak rate quantification procedures of sections

2.2.1 and 2.2.2. We continue the analysis under the assumption that instrumen-

tation uncertainties are negligible, meaning that the depth-integrated concen-

trations measured through gas imaging are without significant error. We note

that although such an assumption is not valid in practice, it allows us to isolate

and estimate the projection uncertainties. In practical applications, the projec-

tion uncertainties should be added to other uncertainty estimates for a better

quantification of the total uncertainties. With this consideration, S (t) can be cal-

culated exactly through the 2D measurement inference algorithm. Therefore,

the projection uncertainties in quantifying the leak rate are solely dependent on

the difference between F and Fest.

The relationship between F and Fest can be written explicitly by apply-

ing Reynolds decomposition to the dependent variables (u and c) and decom-

posing them into a spatial mean and a fluctuating part, e.g. for the velocity,

u(x, y, z, t) = u(x, z, t) + u′(x, y, z, t). Here, u denotes the depth-averaged velocity

measured across the depth of the plume, and u′ is the corresponding fluctuating

velocity. This decomposition directly leads to the following results∫
Ly

u′(x, y, z, t)dy = 0, (2.6)∫
Ly

c′(x, y, z, t)dy = 0, (2.7)∫
Ly

c(x, z, t) dy = cy(x, z, t). (2.8)

For simplicity of notation, x, y, z, t will be dropped for the remainder of this
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section.

By utilizing Reynolds decomposition, a relationship between F and Fest can

be rigorously derived. First, we apply the decomposition to u and c to rewrite F

as follows

F(xm, t) =

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

cudydz =

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

(c + c′)(u + u′)dydz

=

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

(
c.u + cu′ + uc′ + c′u′

)
dydz

=

∫
Lz

ucydz +

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

c′u′dydz, (2.9)

where equations (2.6)-(2.8) are used to simplify terms along the way. Subtract-

ing equation (2.5) from equation (2.9) yields the difference between F and Fest

F(xm, t) − Fest(xm, t) =

∫
Lz

(u − ui)cydz +

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

c′u′dydz. (2.10)

With the assumption that instrumentation uncertainties are negligible, the

right hand side of equation (2.10) describes the projection uncertainties present

in leak rate quantification via gas imaging, since they are caused by using a 2D

projection of the plume to approximate the mass flow rate. The first integral in

equation (2.10) scales with the difference between the true depth-averaged ve-

locity and the inferred velocity estimate from the 2D image analysis. Therefore,

prediction of the scale of this velocity difference under typical application con-

ditions indicates the importance of the first term. The second integral describes

the covariance of velocity and concentration fluctuations. Hereafter, we will re-

fer to the first integral as the ”mean velocity error term” and the second integral

will be referred to as the ”covariance error term”. We explore the scale of these

terms by analysing a dataset acquired through Large Eddy Simulations (LES),

as described in the following sections.
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2.3 Large Eddy Simulation data

Large Eddy Simulation is used to create a virtual test site for simulation of the

dispersion of a passive scalar (e.g. methane) in the surface layer of the ABL.

The LES turbulent modeling is particularly useful for simulating high-Reynolds

number flows in the ABL. The LES code used in this study has been utilized and

validated in numerous studies [37–41]. In brief, the code numerically solves the

resolved Navier-Stokes and mass conservation equations on a Cartesian grid

while the unresolved (sub-grid) dynamics are closed in terms of the resolved

scales [38].

LES has been previously used as a realistic proxy for the space-time evolu-

tion of plumes in turbulent near-neutral environments [41–44]. Therefore, in

this study, methane release from a point source is simulated under near-neutral

turbulent conditions in an unobstructed flat homogeneous terrain.

The virtual site was set up with 0.469 m horizontal and 0.188 m vertical grid

resolution with a total simulation domain size of 60m in x (along-wind) and y

(crosswind) directions and 15m in z (vertical) direction (128x128x80 spatial res-

olution). The virtual site was constructed to resemble the Methane Emissions

Technology Evaluation Center (METEC) well pads, a facility funded through

the ARPA-E’s MONITOR program and built to provide a location that models

natural gas production sites. In the virtual site, the source is located at a height

of approximately 2.25m to match the average height of a typical leak as mod-

eled in the METEC facilities. A 30-minute spin-up period was implemented to

allow the simulated turbulence to reach a statistically stationary state. In this

case, the average and standard deviations of the wind and scalars approach a
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Table 2.1: Summary of parameters used in LES.

Name Value
Computational domain size (xmax, ymax, zmax) 60, 60, 20 (m)
Computational grid size (∆x,∆y,∆z) 0.469, 0.469, 0.188 (m)
Height of source (zp) 2.27 (m)
Sampling frequency ( fs) 1 (Hz)
Sampling duration (Ts) 900 (s)
Downwind distance of intersects (xm) 4.7, 7.0, 8.9, 17.9, 26.8 (m)
Normalized downwind distance of intersects (xm/zp) 2.1, 3.1, 4.0, 8.0, 11.9 (-)

constant value [41]. For the analysis to follow, 5 y − z intersects are created at

non-dimensional downwind distances normalized by the source height
(
xm/zp

)
of approximately 2, 3, 4, 8 and 12, on which the instantaneous velocities and

concentrations are sampled (recorded) at a frequency of 1 Hz for the duration

of 15 minutes. A summary of parameters used in the LES is presented in Table

2.1.

2.4 Results and Discussion

In this section, we utilize the LES dataset to estimate the scale of the covariance

and mean velocity error terms as functions of sampling distance to leak and

sampling duration.

2.4.1 Covariance error term

To observe the significance of the covariance error term compared to the mass

flow and the leak rate, the LES data set is employed as follows. For each snap-
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shot (saved at a frequency of 1 Hz), the covariance error term is calculated at the

y− z intersects located downwind of the emission source. Then, we compute the

”normalized covariance error”, denoted by Φc and defined as the ratio of the

covariance error term to the leak rate

Φc(xm, t) ≡

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

c′u′dydz

Q
. (2.11)

Box plots of populations of Φc calculated at each of the 5 y − z intersects distin-

guished by their downwind distance from the source, are presented in Figure

2.2. The figure shows that at all downwind distances from the source the co-

variance error term is almost always less than 10% of the leak rate. Further, the

significance of the covariance error term drops as the downwind distance from

the source is increased. A possible explanation for this result is through the as-

sumption of local isotropy at the length scale of the plume. One consequence of

local isotropy is the vanishing of all correlations between velocity components

and scalars [45] leading to small values for Φc. Moreover, the drop in Φc with

distance is due to the fact that at larger distances, concentration fluctuations

from the mean become smaller as the plume widens, while the velocity fluctu-

ations stay relatively constant. Meanwhile, the smaller than zero median and

mean values suggest that the covariance error term is in a direction opposite

to the total mass flow. This finding can be understood by noting that a higher

velocity compared to the mean can move the plume and lead to lower local

concentrations leading to observing opposite signs for u′ and c′ on average.

The tall whiskers in the box plots in Figure 2.2 indicate that in a single snap-

shot, Φc can take values in a relatively large interval. Therefore, it is plausible

that mass flow rates be computed using multiple snapshots taken over a period

of time, highlighting the effect of time-averaging on Φc. Figure 2.3 depicts the

effect of time averaging on Φc for a normalized downwind distance of xm/zp = 4.
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Figure 2.2: Distributions of the normalized covariance error term shown at
5 downwind y−z intersects from the emission source measured
for every saved snapshot from the LES. Box and whiskers plots
show the median (red), 25th and 75th percentile (blue), the 5th
and 95th percentile (black), and the mean (purple diamond)
values of each distribution.

In this figure, the y−axis is labeled by 〈Φc〉 to indicate a time-averaged parame-

ter, where the angle brackets denote time-averaging. It can be seen that longer

time-averages reduce Φc indicating that even short averaging times on the order

of tens of seconds can lead to a substantial decrease in the significance of the co-

variance error term and therefore the projection uncertainty. It is worth noting

that while averaging times longer than 30 seconds lead to further decreases in

the normalized covariance error, they are not shown in Figure 2.3, because in

practice, steady and statistically stationary wind conditions are uncommon for

longer periods.
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Figure 2.3: Effect of time-averaging on Φc at a normalized downwind dis-
tance of xm/zp = 4. Box and whiskers plots show the median
(red), 25th and 75th percentile (blue), the 5th and 95th per-
centile (black), and the mean (purple diamond) values of each
distribution.

2.4.2 Mean velocity error term

Similar to Φc, we define the ”normalized mean velocity error” denoted by Φu, as

the ratio of the mean velocity error term in equation (2.10) to the emission rate

Φu(xm, t) ≡

∫
Lz

(u − ui) cydz

Q
. (2.12)

The normalized mean velocity error is therefore a function of the inferred ve-

locity, ui, which is dependent on the operational conditions and the velocimetry

technique used to infer the velocity from gas imaging. There are numerous

possibilities for defining the inferred velocities, among which we formally in-

troduce and analyse three likely cases:
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Case 1: Concentration weighted average velocity (ideal case)

In this ideal scenario, the inferred velocity is computed as a concentration

weighted average velocity (also referred to as plume-weighted advection ve-

locity) [34]:

u(1)
i (xm, z, t) ≡

∫
Ly

ucdy∫
Ly

cdy
, (2.13)

where the superscript is used to show that these expressions are only valid for

the corresponding case of the discussion regarding the mean velocity error term.

Equation (2.13) can then be utilized to rewrite the mass flow out of the control

volume

F(xm, t) =

∫
Lz

∫
Ly

cudydz =

∫
Lz

u(1)
i

∫
Ly

cdydz =

∫
Lz

u(1)
i cydz = F(1)

est(xm, t). (2.14)

Therefore, employing the concentration weighted average velocity as the in-

ferred velocity causes the mean velocity error term to cancel out the covariance

error term in the projection uncertainty calculations, allowing for the mass flow

out of the control volume to be computed exactly. In practice, this case in un-

likely to be achieved, hence we continue by establishing an upper bound for the

normalized mean velocity error.

Case 2: Maximum difference velocity (upper bound case)

To compute an upper bound for the normalized mean velocity error, the inferred

velocity can be expressed as follows

u(2)
i (xm, z, t) ≡ u + max

{
|u − u| : y ∈ yplume

}
, (2.15)

where yplume corresponds to the interval of length Ly where the plume at (xm, z)

is instantaneously located. With this definition for the inferred velocity, we use
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equation (2.12) to calculate the upper bound of the normalized mean velocity

error denoted by Φu
u, with boxplots of populations at each of the y − z intersects

illustrated in Figure 2.4a. As the distance from the source is increased, the plume

becomes wider, hence we expect the difference term,
(
u − u(2)

i

)
, to grow. How-

ever, as the plume grows wider through diffusion the depth-integrated concen-

trations at each height are decreased. As a result, Figure 2.4a shows that at closer

distances to the source the rate of increase in Φu
u is faster compared to larger dis-

tances, with Φu
u almost staying constant between xm/zp of 8 and 12. The effect of

time averaging on Φu
u is presented in Figure 2.5a highlighting that the range of

uncertainties significantly drops as the averaging times are increased in a sim-

ilar manner to the normalized covariance error. Further, the median value for

Φu
u is under 0.20 which is a promising result for leak quantification using gas

imaging based on current standards [10].

Case 3: Maximum concentration velocity

A plausible estimation for the inferred velocity is the velocity of a portion of

the plume that has the highest concentration. In a gas flow, clumps of higher

concentration contribute more to the measured depth-integrated concentrations

than other parts of the plume. Therefore, it is expected that velocimetry tech-

niques infer the gas velocity by tracking these highly concentrated clumps [31].

As a result, we define the inferred velocity in this case as follows

u(3)
i (xm, z, t) ≡ u

(
xm, arg max

y
c(xm, y, z, t), z, t

)
. (2.16)

We use Φc
u to refer to the normalized mean velocity error computed with

u(3)
i as the inferred velocity with boxplots of populations of Φc

u at 5 y − z inter-

sects illustrated in Figure 2.4b. In this scenario, the population distribution of
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Figure 2.4: Distributions of (a) the upper bound of the normalized mean
velocity error and (b) the normalized mean velocity error based
on using the maximum concentration velocity as the inferred
velocity at 5 downwind y − z intersects from the emission
source. Box and whiskers plots are as Figure 2.2.
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Figure 2.5: Effect of time-averaging on (a) Φu
u and (b) Φc

u at a normalized
downwind distance of xm/zp = 4. Box and whiskers plots are as
Figure 2.3.
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Φc
u becomes wider with increasing distances from the source before reaching a

plateau at normalized distances of 8 and 12 in a similar manner to Φu
u. For all

considered distances, while the mean velocity error term can reach up to 15%

of the leak rate in magnitude, the most likely scale of the error is between ±3

percent. Moreover, the median value of the distributions is within 1% of zero,

suggesting that high acquisition times would result in minimal mean velocity

errors. Figure 2.5b shows the effect of averaging time on the population distri-

bution of Φc
u at xm/zp = 4, highlighting a significant drop of 50% in the width of

the distribution (according to the 5-95 percentiles) when the averaging time is

increased to 5 seconds. This finding alongside the effect of averaging times on

the magnitude of the covariance error term, underlines the importance of longer

acquisition times in order to reduce the projection uncertainties related to leak

quantification. A more formal investigation of the total projection uncertainty

is discussed in the next section.

2.4.3 Total projection uncertainty

Here, we define the normalized projection uncertainty as the ratio of the total

projection uncertainty to the leak rate. By this definition, the normalized pro-

jection uncertainty ratio, denoted by Φt, can be computed by the addition of

the normalized covariance and mean velocity errors. We use the inferred ve-

locity from case (3) above to estimate Φt, with population boxplots depicted

in Figure 2.6. The results indicate that the projection uncertainty drops as the

outgoing surface of the control volume is constructed further away from the

point source at xm/zp of 8 and 12. However, the reduction in the uncertainty

range does not occur monotonically and the range only slightly varies between
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Figure 2.6: Distributions of the normalized projection uncertainty shown
at 5 downwind y − z intersects from the emission source. Box
and whisker plots are as Figure 2.2.

normalized distances of 2, 3 and 4. Increasing the averaging time leads to nar-

rower distributions of 〈Φt〉 as presented in Figure 2.7 in a similar manner to the

normalized covariance and mean velocity errors. A noteworthy observation is

the diminishing returns of increasing the averaging time from 20 to 30 seconds

with a relative drop of 17% (absolute drop of 0.02) compared to a relative drop

of 54% (absolute drop of 0.22) when the averaging time is increased to from 1 to

5 seconds.

With the projected uncertainties being smaller at farther distances from the

point source, it may seem desirable to observe gas plumes far downstream of

the point source for the purpose of leak quantification (especially when long

acquisition times are not possible). In practice however, the plume may be dif-

ficult to detect and quantify at large distances away from the source due to de-

tection limits of the gas imaging instrument [32]. On the other hand, in addition
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Figure 2.7: Effect of time-averaging on Φt at a normalized downwind dis-
tance of xm/zp = 4. Box and whisker plots are as Figure 2.3.

to higher projection uncertainties, imaging close to the point source can lead

to underestimation if the saturation limit of the instrument in observing the

depth-integrated concentrations is reached. Therefore, a plausible approach in

leak rate estimation would be to employ several control volumes with control

surfaces located at varying distances from the point source. The estimated leak

rates from the control volumes can be averaged after removing the outliers cre-

ated due to detection and saturation limits, to compute a final leak rate estimate.

Moreover, the acquisition time should be as long as the wind conditions allow,

since longer acquisition times are translated into lower projection errors.
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2.5 Conclusions

In this chapter, we presented an approach for expressing and quantifying the

projection uncertainties in estimating fugitive source emission rates through gas

imaging techniques. The projection uncertainties arise from observing the dis-

persion of a 3D plume in the atmosphere through 2D video images. We devel-

oped a theoretical analysis that led to two separate terms associated with the

projection uncertainties, the covariance and mean velocity error terms. A sim-

ulated dataset generated through Large eddy simulations was used to quan-

tify the significance of each of the projection uncertainty terms under varying

imaging constraints of acquisition time, and downwind distance from the leak

source.

We found that low acquisition times and instantaneous estimates of the leak

rate are prone to high projection uncertainties that can amount up to 20% of

the emission rate. However, we expect the typical projection uncertainty to

be between ±5% highlighting the potential of gas imaging techniques in leak

quantification. In these cases, the covariance error term is responsible for be-

tween a quarter to a third of the projection uncertainties depending on the ob-

served downwind distance from the leak source. Furthermore, we found that

increasing the acquisition time by a few seconds can cause substantial (>50%)

decreases in the projection uncertainties leading to much more robust estimates

for the leak rate. The employment of long acquisition times and imaging far

away from leak sources may prove difficult to achieve in real life releases, since

long acquisition times require steady and statistically stationary wind directions

that may be rare to occur in practical settings. Meanwhile, at farther distances

downwind of leak sources the gas concentrations within the plume are likely
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to drop below the detection limit of gas imaging cameras which can lead to

underestimation of the leak rates. Consequently, for practical applications, we

suggest the use of multiple control volumes at varying distances coupled with

the longest acquisition times as allowed by the environmental conditions.

Altogether, the remote sensing approach based on the use of gas imaging

technology is a promising technique that has the capacity for accurate leak

quantification. This approach allows for non-intrusive leak quantification with-

out the need for additional equipment for wind measurements. To the best of

our knowledge, previous studies on leak quantification via gas imaging have

only used a single control volume close to the source, whereas our findings

suggest that estimates can be improved by employing multiple control vol-

umes [26, 27]. With the development of new hyperspectral cameras recording

images at high spatial and temporal resolutions and more efficient velocimetry

algorithms, it is expected that the accuracy and speed in leak quantification can

further improve as long as projection uncertainties are kept in check with our

suggested guidelines.
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CHAPTER 3

SIMULTANEOUS QUANTIFICATION AND CHANGEPOINT

DETECTION OF POINT SOURCE GAS EMISSIONS USING RECURSIVE

BAYESIAN INFERENCE

3.1 Introduction

Methane is a potent greenhouse gas (GHG) with a global warming potential

(GWP) that is approximately 84 and 28 times greater than carbon dioxide (CO2)

on 20 and 100 year time scales, respectively [46]. Methane emissions from the

oil and gas industry are among the largest anthropogenic sources of methane

in the United States, accounting for approximately 30% of total emissions in

2019 [47]. Recent studies have found that emissions from almost all subsectors

of the oil and gas supply chain demonstrate a “fat-tail” distribution, such that

a relatively small number of large emitters are responsible the majority of emis-

sions [2, 33, 48–52]. While the presence of these large emitters is concerning, it

offers the potential of expedient reduction in GHG emissions and costs if the

largest emitters are rapidly identified and repaired.

Measurements of methane emissions can be classified as either top-down

or bottom-up [11]. Top-down studies rely on ambient methane measurements

using aircraft, satellites, or tower networks to estimate aggregate emissions

from all contributing sources across large geographies [11]. On the other hand,

bottom-up methods aggregate and extrapolate emissions from individual pieces

of equipment, operations, or facilities, using measurements made directly at the

emission point or, in the case of facilities, directly downwind [11, 53–56]. Re-

cent integrated research efforts have found that while emission estimates from
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facility-based bottom-up approaches and top-down approaches are in agree-

ment, these estimates are significantly higher than component-based estimates

(i.e., when emissions are extrapolated from individual pieces of equipment) [3-

4]. Detailed investigation of the discrepancy between component-based aggre-

gates and estimates from other approaches (i.e., facility-based bottom-up and

top-down methods) suggests that component-based methods miss high emis-

sions caused by abnormal operating conditions (e.g., malfunctions). Such ab-

normal conditions are the defining attribute of large emitters that contribute the

majority of emissions in the oil and gas sector. Therefore, prompt identifica-

tion of abnormal process conditions (i.e., fault detection) can lead to substantial

reductions in emission and costs for operators.

The abnormal operating conditions observed in the largest emitters are spa-

tially and temporally variable [3, 22, 49, 57]. For example, emissions can signif-

icantly increase for a production site due to malfunctions at a certain point in

time. Hence, emission reduction requires monitoring approaches that enable ef-

ficient and timely responses to the appearance of abnormal process conditions.

Continuous monitoring offers the capability to rapidly detect faulty behavior

that is necessary for reducing emissions from the largest emitters. Moreover,

recent efforts to develop innovative technologies and algorithms to mitigate

methane emissions have also highlighted the advantages of continuous moni-

toring over “snapshot-in-time” approaches in rapid identification of large emis-

sion sources [10, 58].

While continuous monitoring of oil and gas facilities are not commonplace

yet, changes in the near future are likely due to the following: 1) Advancements

in sensor technology and wireless communications allow for continuous mea-
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surements to be made and stored in the cloud [58], and 2) monitoring mandates

at the state and federal level, such as the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

(USEPA) fence-line monitoring program for early detection of benzene emis-

sions [59] and continuous monitoring of air quality during pre-production and

early-production of drilling operations producing gas and liquid hydrocarbons

required by the Colorado Department of Public Health and environment [60].

Meanwhile, innovations in atmospheric inversion modeling are required to en-

able automatic emission estimation and fault detection using continuous mea-

surements. It is worth noting that efficient and rapid fault detection can serve

as an incentive for operators to employ continuous surveillance systems, as it

can lead to significant reductions in unwanted emissions and costs.

Here, we propose a recursive Bayesian inference model that utilizes mea-

surements from continuous surveillance systems (e.g., network of fixed sen-

sors, and mobile sensors on unmanned vehicles) for simultaneous estimation

and changepoint (fault) detection in point-source emission rates. Note that we

use changepoint or fault to refer to a sudden increase in point-source emission

rate as expected under abnormal operating conditions described earlier. The

Bayesian inference model is useful in this context for multiple reasons: 1) It is

equipped to deal with noisy data which in this case are caused by the stochastic

nature of turbulence that drives the emitted gas and other measurement uncer-

tainties, 2) it permits the determination of the uncertainty in estimated emission

rates [61] and 3) it allows for “online” changepoint detection and emission es-

timates, i.e., the emission rate estimates and probability of detecting changes in

emission rates are updated with every new measurement that arrives incremen-

tally [62].
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In this chapter, we first introduce an instantaneous plume dispersion for-

mulation that is used to guide our Bayesian analysis. Then, the mathematical

framework of the Bayesian inference and its application in point-source esti-

mation and changepoint detection is described. Next, we apply the proposed

Bayesian framework to near-field (with source-to-sensor distances ≤ 30m) mo-

bile measurements of a controlled point-source emission and evaluate its per-

formance in changepoint detection. Although the Bayesian framework and the

plume transport theory in this chapter are tailored towards mobile measure-

ments, they can be adapted for continuous measurements made by networks of

fixed sensors.

3.2 Theory

Point-source characterization approaches often rely on time-averaged measure-

ments. However, our analysis of the mobile sensor data requires a formulation

for the instantaneous plume that is introduced in section 3.2.1. The presented

formulation is applicable to passive scalars, which are diffusive contaminants in

low concentrations such that they have no dynamical effect on the motion of the

surrounding flowing fluid [63]. In subsequent sections, the following assump-

tions are made: 1) The emission rate from the point source is constant until an

abrupt change causes the leak rate to increase to a new constant value. 2) The

emission rates before and after the changepoint, and therefore mass concentra-

tions before and after the changepoint are independent.
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3.2.1 Instantaneous view of plume transport

Consider a steady-state point source located at the origin O of a local coordinate

system (Figure 3.1). The wind velocity components in x, y, and z directions are

defined as u, v, and w, respectively. We define a control volume starting at the

origin O to a downwind vertical plane located at xm, extending from ymin to ymax

laterally, and from zmin to zmax vertically, such that the control volume encom-

passes the entire plume upwind of the mobile sensor. For this control volume,

the application of conservation of mass yields the following expression for the

emission rate (mass per time), Q0:

Q0 = F(xm, t) +
dS (t)

dt
, (3.1)

where S (t) is total mass of the emitted gas in the control volume, t is time, and

F(xm, t) is the mass flow rate exiting the control volume through the vertical

plane at xm. The control volume is defined such that no mass exits anywhere

other than the vertical plane at xm, therefore the mass flow rate can be expressed

as

F(xm, t) =

∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin

c(xm, y, z, t)u(xm, y, z, t)dydz, (3.2)

where c is the mass concentration of the passive scalar. It is worth noting that in

the atmospheric boundary layer, large Reynolds numbers are typically observed

and the flow is highly turbulent, therefore, molecular diffusion is ignored [36].

It is useful to define a normalized distribution of the mass concentration,

labeled D, and a plume-weighted advection velocity, labeled ue, at the exit plane

of the control volume as

D(xm, y, z, t) =
c(xm, y, z, t)∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin
c(xm, y, z, t)dydz

. (3.3)
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Figure 3.1: A control volume containing a point emission source (located
at the origin, O) with a mass flow rate of Q0, and a cross-plane
view of the mass flow rate at downwind distance, xm.

ue(xm, t) =

∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin

D(xm, y, z, t)u(xm, y, z, t)dydz, (3.4)

We can rewrite ue(xm, t) by substituting equation (3.3) into (3.4) and applying

equation (3.2) as:

ue(xm, t) =

∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin
c(xm, y, z, t)u(xm, y, z, t)dydz∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin
c(xm, y, z, t)dydz

=
F(xm, t)∫ zmax

zmin

∫ ymax

ymin
c(xm, y, z, t)dydz

. (3.5)

Equation (3.5) can then be used in conjunction with equation (3.1) to relate

the mass concentration trajectory when traversing the plume, c(xm, y, z, t), to the

other relevant variables as

c(xm, y, z, t) =
Q0 − dS (t)/dt

ue(xm, t)
D(xm, y, z, t). (3.6)

In practice, ue(xm, t) can be approximated using nearby meteorological mea-

surements. The vertical scaling of the wind profile based on the Monin-

Obukhov similarity theory (MOST) can then be applied to adjust these me-

teorological measurements by height difference as needed [64], as detailed in
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Appendix A.1. Accordingly, ue(xm, t) is replaced by uM
e (xm, t)δu(xm, t), where

δu(xm, t) accounts for the ratio between the actual and approximated plume-

weighted advection velocities, ue(xm, t) and uM
e (xm, t), respectively. The super-

script M is used to highlight model estimated quantities. Similarly, we introduce

δS (xm, t) = 1 − dS (t)/dt
Q0

to represent the non-steadiness in the total mass stored in

the control volume, normalized by Q0. Therefore, equation 3.6 can be expressed

as follows

c(xm, y, z, t) =
Q0

uM
e (xm, t)

(
δS (xm, t)
δu(xm, t)

)
D(xm, y, z, t), (3.7)

which describes an instantaneous view of plume transport while having the

same underlying form as commonly used models based on an ensemble-

averaged view [65]. The key differences between this instantaneous view and

common ensemble-averaged models are the time dependence of the distribu-

tion D that represents the stochastic nature of the turbulent plume, and the pres-

ence of δu(xm, t) and δS (xm, t) that accounts for non-stationarity in wind speed and

mass storage in the control volume.

D(xm, y, z, t) is a random variable that captures the plume movement in time

and the lateral and vertical directions as it responds to the instantaneous tur-

bulent velocity components in these directions. It is therefore expected that

D(xm, y, z, t) scales with the standard deviations of the velocity components in

the y and z directions (σv and σw, respectively). It is well-understood that local

scaling approaches based on MOST often provide an acceptable description of

σw [45]. However, σv is affected by random large scale motions in the atmo-

sphere that cannot be described accurately by local scaling laws [66]. There-

fore, a greater degree of randomness is expected in y than in z directions for

D(xm, y, z, t).
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This observation highlights the benefits of integrating both sides of equation

(3.7) with respect to y (i.e. across the plume), since the uncertainty associated

with the lateral plume dispersion can be effectively removed [23]:

cy(xm, z, t) =
Q0

uM
e (xm, t)

(
δS (xm, t)
δu(xm, t)

)
Dz(xm, z, t), (3.8)

where cy(xm, z, t) =
∫ ymax

ymin
c(xm, y, z, t)dy is the cross-plume integrated concentration

and Dz =
∫ ymax

ymin
D(xm, y, z, t)dy is a reflection of the vertical profile of mass concen-

tration at xm. Note that Dz(xm, z, t) is a random variable that is mainly driven by

the stochastic nature of the vertical transport dynamics in the turbulent flow. In

field applications, the sensor path is typically constrained by adjacent roadways,

which are not always perpendicular to the wind direction. When the road seg-

ments are at a significant angle to the wind direction, cy(xm, z, t) can be estimated

by numerical integration of the mass concentration along the path as [23]:

cy(xm, z, t) =

ymax∑
ymin

c(xm, y, z, t)∆tV sin(θr), (3.9)

where ∆t is the sensor acquisition time step, V is the vehicle velocity and thetar

is the acute angle between the road segment and the wind direction.

We can account for all the stochasticity in cy(xm, z, t) by introducing a fluc-

tuating variable, Dz,e =
δS (xm,t)
δu(xm,t)

Dz(xm, z, t), because of the stochastic nature of

δS (xm, t), δu(xm, t) and Dz(xm, z, t). This new fluctuating variable is helpful in em-

pirical analysis of the cross-plume integrated mass concentration and can be

used to rewrite equation (3.8) as follows:

cy(xm, z, t) =
Q0

uM
e (xm, t)

Dz,e(xm, z, t). (3.10)

Equation (3.10) can be used in a forward manner to estimate the downwind

cross-plume integrated mass concentration cy(xm, z, t) for a given emission rate
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Q0, as well as in the inverse problem of inferring Q0 given downwind mea-

surements of cy(xm, z, t). Most dispersion models only offer an approximation

of the ensemble-averaged Dz,e(xm, z, t), therefore, we apply Bayesian inference to

account for the fluctuation of the instantaneous Dz,e(xm, z, t) from its ensemble

averaged as detailed in section 3.2.2. For simplicity of notation the independent

variables, xm, z, and t will be dropped hereafter.

3.2.2 Bayesian inference for source estimation

Following Bayes’ rule, and the notation introduced by Arumpalam et al. for

recursive Bayesian inference [67], the posterior probability distribution of the

emission rate Q based on the measurements of cy at time step k (or after the k’th

sensor pass) is [23], [61]

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
=

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k−1

)
p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣Qk

)
p
(
cy

1:k

) , (3.11)

where p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
, p

(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k−1

)
, and p

(
cy

1:k

)
are probability density functions

(PDFs). p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k−1

)
is the prior that is being updated through the recursion,

p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣Qk

)
is the likelihood function, and p

(
cy

1:k

)
is the evidence term that ensures

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
integrates to unity. Note that the notation cy

a:b refers to the contiguous

set of measurements between time (sensor pass) a and b inclusive.

In practical applications, past measurements of similar facilities [68] may be

used to formulate the prior probability distribution at the first time step, i.e. be-

fore any sampling activities. Under the assumption that the only prior knowl-

edge of Q is its lower and upper bounds, a uniform prior distribution can be

adopted [61, 69]. This uniform distribution is often considered as sufficiently
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uninformative based on the principle of maximum entropy [70] and can be ex-

pressed as follows

p(Q1) =
1

Qmax − Qmin
, (3.12)

where Qmax and Qmin are the prescribed upper and lower bounds of the emission

rate, respectively.

The likelihood function, p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣Qk

)
, describes the probability of observing cy

given Q at the k’th sensor pass and encodes all the information provided by the

mass concentration measurements about the unknown emission rate [61]. Since

the underlying distribution of the concentration measurements are unknown,

the principle of maximum entropy supports the application of a Gaussian distri-

bution with a prescribed error scale [71]. This choice for the likelihood function

has proven useful in previous studies [23, 69, 72, 73], and is therefore adopted

here. Furthermore, the dataset investigated in this study has been previously

tested for leak estimation using the Gaussian likelihood function with satisfac-

tory results [34] (more details on the dataset are provided in section 3.3) . Con-

sequently, The Gaussian likelihood function in this study is expressed as

p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣Qk

)
=

1

σe
√

2π
exp

−1
2

cy
k − cy,M

k (Qk)
σe

2 , (3.13)

where cy,M(Q) =
Q

uM
e

DM
z is the cross-plume integral of a modeled concentration

for a given candidate value of Q. DM
z is the estimated value of Dz,e based on a

Lagrangian Stochastic Model (LSM). The LSM is used to describe plume disper-

sion in a turbulent flow by modeling paths of fluid particles, which are driven

by the random velocity field modeled by the generalized Langevin equation

[74]. In this study, we impose the so-called well-mixed conditions and adopt

Thomson’s simplest solution for statistically stationary and horizontally homo-

geneous turbulence [75]. The LSM takes meteorological measurements (fric-
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tion velocity, surface roughness, standard deviation of u and w and Obukhov

Length) and the estimated distance between the emission source and the sensor

as input parameters. The LSM is described in further detail in Appendix A.2.

In equation (3.13), σe is the uncertainty scale parameter, which can be esti-

mated for observed data as

σe =

√√
1

N − 1

N∑
k=1

(
cy

k − cy,M(Q0)
)2
, (3.14)

where N is the number of passes per experiment. In this study, σe is estimated

from the controlled release experiments and is known prior to the application

of the Bayesian inference approach. In cases where σe cannot be estimated from

prior measurements, it can be estimated using the error propagation method

[25,76]. Briefly, σe is due to the following error scale parameters: 1) error due to

the stochastic nature of atmospheric plume dispersion, 2) error due to the plume

dispersion model and 3) measurements error including errors from the model

input data. The parameterization of each of these error parameters is dependent

upon the local meteorological conditions, the dispersion model used, and the

quality of measurements.

The recursive Bayesian formulation of equation (3.11) used in conjunction

with the uniform prior of equation does not have an analytical solution and

should be solved numerically. For the numerical solution, Q is discretized from

Qmin to Qmax with a uniform step size of ∆Q to form a vector of candidate values

for Q to be considered. For each measurement of cy, the likelihood function is

evaluated at all candidate Q values using equation (3.13) and multiplied by the

prior probability distribution. Subsequently, the evidence term after the k’th
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sensor pass can be calculated through numerical integration as follows:

p
(
cy

1:k

)
=

Qmax∑
Qmin

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k−1

)
p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣Qk

)
∆Q. (3.15)

After calculating the evidence term, equation (3.11) can be applied to evaluate

the posterior distribution of the emission rate at each candidate Q value. The

same procedure is repeated after each mobile sensor pass and the posterior dis-

tribution is updated using a new prior (posterior at previous sensor pass) and a

newly calculated likelihood function with the most recent cy measurement.

After each sensor pass, the posterior PDF can be used to estimate the emis-

sion rate and the associated uncertainty. For instance, the emission rate after

sensor pass k, can be calculated as the mean, median or mode of of the posterior

PDF p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
. Given that an uninformative, uniform prior distribution was

adopted, we expect that the median and the mean to be heavily affected by the

prior in the early stages of analysis. Therefore, the mode of the posterior PDF

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
is used as the estimated emission rate, i.e.:

EQ
k = arg max

Qk

[
p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)]
. (3.16)

As number of mobile passes are increased, the effects of the prior distribu-

tion are reduced and the mode, median and mean of the posterior PDF grow

closer in value. Furthermore, in cases where an informative prior can be de-

rived prior from past experiments, the mean or median of the posterior PDF

may be better candidates for the emission rate, as they better incorporate the

prior information than the mode.

Finally, the associated uncertainty of the emission rate estimation using

Bayesian inference is often calculated as the standard deviation, σQ
k , of the pos-
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terior PDF: (
σQ

k

)2
=

∫ Qmax

Qmin

(
Q − Qk

)2
× p

(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
dQ, (3.17)

where Qk is the expectation of the posterior PDF evaluated as follows:

Qk =

∫ Qmax

Qmin

Q × p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
dQ. (3.18)

3.2.3 Bayesian inference for changepoint detection

In order to detect a change in the source emission rate, we apply the Bayesian

Online Changepoint Detection (BOCD) methodology [62]. In this approach,

changepoints are found by first estimating the posterior distribution over the

run length, i.e. the time (or in this case, number of sensor passes) since the last

changepoint, given the data observed so far. Denoting the length of the cur-

rent run after sensor pass k with rk, and applying the definition of conditional

probability the run length posterior distribution can be expressed as

p
(
rk

∣∣∣cy
1:k

)
=

p
(
rk, c

y
1:k

)
p(cy

1:k)
, (3.19)

where the run length evidence term is calculated using p(cy
1:k) =

∑
rk

p
(
rk, c

y
1:k

)
.

After every sensor pass there are two possibilities regarding the change-

point: 1) No changes occur after the sensor pass and therefore the run length

is increase by 1 or 2) change occurs and run length is reset to 0. The probability

that no changepoint occurs is referred to as the ”growth probability” as it indi-

cates that the run length is growing by 1 compared to the previous sensor pass.

Similarly, we refer to the probability that a changepoint occurs as the ”change-

point probability”. We denote the growth probability such that the run length

reaches i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1} after k sensor passes by αk(i) and derive a recursive
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estimate as follows

αk(i) = p
(
rk = i, cy

1:k

)
= p

(
rk = i, rk−1 = i − 1, cy

k, c
y
k−1

)
= p

(
rk = i, cy

k

∣∣∣rk−1 = i − 1, cy
1:k−1

)
p
(
rk−1 = i − 1, cy

1:k−1

)
= p

(
rk = i, cy

k

∣∣∣rk−1 = i − 1, cy
1:k−1

)
αk−1(i − 1). (3.20)

The first step in equation (3.20) is due to the fact that the run length can only

increase by 1 after each sensor pass and the second step follows from the chain

rule in probability theory. Furthermore, the recursive estimate in equation (3.20)

requires the evaluation of p
(
rk = i, cy

k

∣∣∣rk−1 = i − 1, cy
1:k−1

)
which can be achieved by

employing the chain rule again:

p
(
rk, c

y
k

∣∣∣rk−1, c
y
1:k−1

)
= p

(
rk

∣∣∣rk−1, c
y
1:k−1, c

y
k

)
p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣rk−1, c
y
1:k−1

)
= p (rk|rk−1) p

(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
, (3.21)

where rk = i and rk−1 = i − 1 are implied and not explicitly written for simplic-

ity of notation. The final step of equation (3.21) follows from the independence

of the measured mass concentrations before and after a changepoint, which is

true based on our assumption of independence of leak rates before and after

a changepoint. Further, the condition on rk in the second term on right hand

side of the equation is absorbed by only limiting the conditional probability on

measurements since the last changepoint leading to the subscript k − i : k − 1.

Equation (3.21) suggests that the growth probability can be computed based on

two calculations: 1) The prior over rk given rk−1 (also referred to as the change-

point prior) and 2) The predictive distribution over the new measurement after

sensor pass k, given the data since the last changepoint.

The changepoint prior in equation (3.21) has nonzero mass at only two out-
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comes, because after each sensor pass the run length either continues to grow

such that rk = rk−1 + 1 or a changepoint occurs and rk = 0. Furthermore, the

hazard function can be used to quantify each of these outcomes, since by defi-

nition the hazard function quantifies the probability that a changepoint occurs

at a given time step conditioned that no changepoint has occurred prior to that

time step [62, 77]. Therefore, the changepoint prior can be expressed as

p (rk|rk−1) =



H (rk−1 + 1) if rk = 0

1 − H (rk−1 + 1) if rk = rk−1 + 1

0 otherwise,

(3.22)

where H (rk−1) is the hazard function. The hazard function depends on the dis-

crete a priori probability distribution over the interval between changepoints.

However, in this study, we consider the special case where the a priori proba-

bility distribution is a discrete geometric distribution with timescale λ, i.e. the

run length distribution is due to a memoryless process and the hazard func-

tion is constant at 1/λ. The timescale λ can be set through prior knowledge, for

instance, the average number of passes completed before a change in the emis-

sion rate occurs. In this study, λ is set to 15 based on the conducted experiments

described in section 3.3.1.

The predictive distribution p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
can be described by an equivalent

distribution by utilizing the plume transport model of equation (3.10) leading

to a one-to-one correspondence between p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
and p

(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
. In this

case, the predictive distribution p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
can be found through scaling of

p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
. We note that p

(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
is the prior distribution in equation

(3.11), given the data since the last changepoint. Therefore, p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
and

consequently p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
can be estimated using the recursive Bayesian ap-
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proach detailed in section 3.2.2, leading to simultaneous estimation of leak rate

and changepoint detection. The computational details of calculating the growth

probability term are provided in section 3.2.4.

The changepoint probability is evaluated in a similar manner to the growth

probability. By noting that with the occurrence of a changepoint, the run length

rk drops to 0, we can derive a recursive estimate for the changepoint probability

as

αk(0) = p
(
rk = 0, cy

1:k

)
=

k−2∑
j=1

p
(
rk = 0, rk−1 = j, cy

k, c
y
k−1

)
=

k−2∑
j=1

p (rk = 0|rk−1 = j) p
(
cy

k

∣∣∣cy
k− j−1:k−1

)
αk−1( j), (3.23)

where αk(0) is the changepoint probability. The summation after the first step

of equation (3.23) appears due to marginalization over the run length at sensor

pass k − 1. The intermediate steps in the derivation are omitted as they are

identical to the derivation of the growth probability as outlined in equations

(3.20) and (3.21). The estimation of each term on the right hand side of equation

(3.23) follows the same procedure as equation (3.21).

Figure 3.2 illustrates the algorithm used to estimate the posterior distribution

over the run length as described by equations (3.21) and (3.20). In this diagram,

the solid blue lines correspond to growth probability calculations, while the red

dashed lines are associated with changepoint probability evaluations. We note

that multiple dashed lines arriving at a node in Figure 3.2, correspond to the

marginalization over the run length at the previous sensor pass.

In practice, to automatically detect a changepoint and alert the system that
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Figure 3.2: Visual description of the message passing algorithm used to es-
timate the run length distribution over the observed data. The
circles represent run length hypotheses and the lines between
the circles show recursive transfer of mass between sensor pass
(or time step). Solid lines indicate that probability mass is be-
ing passed upwards, causing the run length to grow at after the
next sensor pass and dashed lines indicate that the current run
is truncated, and the run length drops to zero.

a change in leak rate has occurred a prescribed condition on the changepoint

probability should be put into place. The appropriate detection condition can

be chosen based on the application and the available ancillary information re-

garding the emission conditions. In this study, we use a changepoint probability

threshold such that when the changepoint probability is above this threshold

the system automatically registers a change in leak rate, the posterior probabil-

ity over the emission rate at the previous sensor pass is retained and the prior

distribution in equation (3.11) is reset to the uniform prior of equation (3.12).
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3.2.4 Computational details of growth probability estimation

The calculation of the growth probability distribution after sensor pass k relies

on knowledge of the probability distribution of the emission rate conditioned

on the observed data from the last changepoint until the previous sensor pass

at k − 1, i.e., p
(
Qk

∣∣∣cy
k−i:k−1

)
as shown by the derivation in equation (3.21). Fur-

thermore, the growth probability is calculated for every value of run length

i ∈ {0, 1, 2, ..., k − 1}, which requires the recursive calculation of the posterior

probability of emission rate for every i through equation (3.11). Therefore, the

growth probability calculation can be computationally expensive for large val-

ues of k. To overcome this challenge, we note that the likelihood function in

equation (3.11) is independent of i, hence, the calculation of the posterior prob-

ability of emission rate for every i should completed in a vectorized or Single

Instruction, Multiple Data (SIMD) manner that allows for parallel processing of

data and significantly improves the run time of the probability estimation [78].

3.3 Materials and Methods

In this section we first describe the conducted field experiments that yielded the

data used to examine the Bayesian framework. Throughout these experiments,

the leak rate was kept constant, therefore, a data synthesis procedure is imple-

mented to simulate a step change in the leak rate before the application of the

changepoint detection algorithm. A series of performance measures are then

defined to quantify the performance of the changepoint detection algorithm.
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3.3.1 Field experiments

Experiments of controlled releases of methane were conducted at the McGov-

ern soccer training field of Cornell University (Game Farm Rd, Ithaca, NY. USA)

in early August 2016. During the experiments, the site was covered with short

grass (∼5cm) and located in a relatively open field with a ∼500m distance from a

residential area in the West, ∼150m distance from small forest in the North and

approximately 400m (500m) distance from roads on the east (south) side. Point-

source emission of methane (99.9% pure gas) was controlled by a mass flow con-

troller (SmarTrak 100 from Sierra Instruments Inc., Monterey, CA, USA), with a

mass flow accuracy of ±1%. The height of the methane release was similar to the

height of the grass at 5cm. On the west side of the field, a 3D sonic anemome-

ter (CSAT-3, Campbell Scientific Inc., Logan, UT, USA) was installed on a small

tower to measure local meteorological conditions. The height of the tower was

2.31m with the sonic anemometer measuring the three components of wind ve-

locity and air temperature at a frequency of 10 Hz. To mimic emissions from

a source surrounded by other low-level structures, a 1.4m barrier (windbreak)

was established in a circle around the emission source. This setup can for in-

stance, approximate a well head located in densely organized well pad or a

pipeline within a natural gas metering station.

A mobile measurement platform (MMP) was configured with a precise GPS

unit (Trimble Geo 7X handheld from Trimble Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) to track

its position at a sampling frequency of 1 Hz. The accuracy of the GPS unit was

approximately 5-15 cm for >97% of the measured data points after post pro-

cessing. The MMP was equipped with a LI-COR LI-7700 open-path methane

analyzer (LI-COR Biosciences, Lincoln, NE, USA), that outputs methane mixing
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ratios in the unit of parts per million (ppm). The operating frequency of the

analyzer was set to 10 Hz, and it was positioned at a height of 1.3m. Further-

more, the analyzer was calibrated by the manufacturer less than a month before

the experiment, and is designed with an open-path configuration for long term

monitoring without regular re-calibration.

Regarding the measurements, a conversion factor is applied to translate

above-ambient mixing ratios (ca, in ppm) into mass concentrations (c, in g/m3)

in equation (3.2). This conversion factor is dependent on the molecular weight

of the released gas (16.04 g/mol for methane) and the ambient temperature

which affects the molar of the gas. The above-ambient mixing ratios are found

by subtracting the ambient methane mixing ratios from the raw methane mix-

ing ratios measured by the open-path analyzer, with the ambient mixing ratio

calculated as the 5th percentile of the ranked time series of raw mixing ratio

measurements [23,34,68,79]. The estimated ambient mixing ratio was compared

to methane mixing ratios measured prior to the experiments with minimal dif-

ferences found (<2%), suggesting that the ambient mixing ratio was determined

robustly.

To ensure perpendicular sensor passes with respect to the wind direction,

stake flags were placed in three circles centered at the emission source with

radii of 10, 20 and 30m, and repeated passes were made along each of the cir-

cles. In addition, the start of a pass took place approximately one minute after

the end of the previous pass, warranting the independence of the measurements

of each pass from those of previous passes. The average sensor speed was very

low during the experiments (approximately 2 m/s) to better capture the plume

structure. Data was aggregated within 30 minute intervals, during which the
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measurements from the meteorological tower was used to estimate meteorolog-

ical parameters such as the Obukhov length (L) and the friction velocity (u∗).

Each set of passes completed in a 30-minute period is considered and analyzed

as a single experiment.

3.3.2 Data synthesis

A total of 18 experiments were conducted with the 1.4m barrier present in the

field, with six experiments at each source-to-sensor distance (i.e. xm of 10, 20

and 30m). Two selection requirements were established to filter out experiments

performed under unacceptable conditions. First, experiments under stable at-

mospheric conditions were excluded, and only experiments conducted under

neutral or unstable conditions were retained. Second, experiments conducted

under low wind (ū < 1.0 m/s) and high turbulent intensity (Iu >0.5) conditions

were discarded. As a result of this selection criteria, 14 experiments were re-

tained for further analysis, the details of which are summarized in Table 3.1

alongside the meteorological conditions reported by the meteorological tower.

In all the conducted experiments, the emission rate was kept constant at a

rate of Q0 = 0.083 g/s. Therefore, a data synthesis procedure was established

to artificially simulate a change in the emission rate. The proposed data syn-

thesis approach relies on the observation that the order of the measurements of

the cross-plume integrated mass concentrations through each pass of the MMP

can affect the performance of the changepoint detection algorithm. For instance,

consider two permutations of the measurements of the same experiment (exper-

iment ID 14 in Table 3.1) as shown in Figure 3.3. In the first permutation, series
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Table 3.1: Summary of experimental conditions, including experiment identifi-
cation number (ID), approximate source-to-sensor distance (xm), num-
ber of sensor passes for the experiment (N), and sampling day of year
(DOY), and meteorological conditions as measured by the nearby me-
teorological tower, including mean streamwise velocity (ū), standard
deviation of streamwise velocity (σu), turbulent intensity (Iu), friction
velocity (u∗), mean wind direction (θm) clockwise from north, sensible
heat flux (H), and atmospheric stability (z/L). The meteorological vari-
ables are derived from data collected during the corresponding experi-
ments ( 30 min).

ID xm (m) N DOY ū (m/s) σu (m/s) Iu (-) u∗ (m/s) θm (deg) H (W/m2) z/L (-)

1 30 14 217 2.94 0.98 0.28 0.18 147 77.67 -0.32

2 20 16 217 2.72 1.06 0.31 0.23 149 148.97 -0.31

3 10 15 217 2.49 0.98 0.33 0.29 172 138.13 -0.14

4 30 12 217 2.72 1.15 0.31 0.24 152 161.21 -0.30

5 20 16 217 2.95 1.08 0.29 0.22 146 171.01 -0.41

6 10 16 217 2.48 0.97 0.33 0.21 159 159.46 -0.46

7 30 14 218 3.41 1.34 0.28 0.37 204 219.77 -0.11

8 20 14 218 3.70 1.27 0.26 0.36 211 223.92 -0.12

9 10 13 218 3.82 1.33 0.26 0.38 212 207.86 -0.10

10 30 16 218 4.18 1.31 0.24 0.36 194 171.36 -0.09

11 20 13 218 4.31 1.31 0.24 0.37 184 173.08 -0.08

12 10 13 218 3.99 1.23 0.25 0.40 179 129.53 -0.05

13 20 12 219 2.75 1.04 0.30 0.16 318 125.83 -0.77

14 10 13 219 2.29 1.04 0.35 0.20 315 140.29 -0.47
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Figure 3.3: Two instances (a) and (b) of the same experiment (experiment
ID 14) created through random shuffling of the measurements.
The measurements are cross-plume integrated above-ambient
mass concentrations of methane calculated over sensor passes.

of measurements leading to multiple low cy values are followed by a compara-

tively high measurement (at sensor pass 9), therefore the algorithm is likely to

detect a changepoint while in reality the emission rate has been constant. How-

ever, in the second permutation, the difference in consecutive cy measurements

are smaller than the first permutation and the probability of detecting a change-

point is lowered.

This observation motivates the use of random shuffling in synthesizing ex-

periments consisting of a change in the leak rate after a few passes of the MMP

around the point source. Given the independence of each cy measurement (as

discussed in section 3.3.1), random shuffling does not lead to any loss of in-

formation (e.g., information regarding correlation between measurements). For

each experiment, the data synthesis steps are as follows (Experiment ID 4 in

Table 3.1 used in Figure 3.4):

1. For each pass, cy is calculated to create a time series for the experiment,

which will be referred to as the ”original signal” as depicted in Figure
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3.4a.

2. The original signal is duplicated and scaled by a given constant that is

chosen based on the ratio of the leak rate before and after a simulated

changepoint resulting in a ”scaled signal” as presented in Figure 3.4b.

3. Both original and scaled signals are shuffled to create a random permu-

tation of each respective signal with the results shown in Figure 3.4c and

3.4d

4. The two shuffled signals are concatenated such that the first measurement

of the shuffled scaled signal follows the last measurement of the shuffled

original signal, creating a signal that consists of a changepoint as illus-

trated in Figure 3.4e.

Steps 2-4 of the above procedure are repeated 1000 times, to create a total of

1000 signals with changepoints for each experiment. The changepoint detection

algorithm is then applied to these signals and the performance of the algorithm

is evaluated according to the performance measures described in section 3.3.3.

3.3.3 Performance measures

The performance of changepoint detection methods are often evaluated through

a series of commonly used measures. The importance of each measure is de-

pendent upon the application of the changepoint detection system. Here, we

introduce four different performance measures, that are slightly altered with re-

spect to common definitions to better suit the context of changepoint detection

in emission rates. In the following description of the performance measures,
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Figure 3.4: Summary of the data synthesis procedure for one instance of an
experiment (ID 4), where the (a) original measurements from
the field experiment are (b) scaled by multiplying all measure-
ments by a prescribed constant. Two sets of new measurements
are created by random shuffling leading to a (c) shuffling of the
original measurements and a (d) shuffling of the scaled mea-
surements. The two shuffled sets are then (e) concatenated to
create one instance of synthesized measurements consisting of
a step change.
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each unique signal consisting of a changepoint is referred to as an ”instance” of

an experiment.

Recall This refers to the fraction of the changepoints that are detected after

exactly one sensor pass following the change in emission rate. We label these

successful changepoint detections as ”True Positive” instances denoted by TP.

Instances where the changepoints are detected with a delay, i.e. where change-

points are detected after at least two sensor passes after the change in emission

rate are labeled ”Delayed True Positive” (DTP), and instances where change-

points were not detected are referred to as ”False Negative” (FN) instances.

Therefore, recall which is a measure of how effective the changepoint algorithm

is in detecting changepoints as soon as they occur is expressed as

Recall =
T P

T P + DT P + FN
. (3.24)

Detection Recall This refers to the fraction of changepoints that are detected

any time after the change in emission rate has occurred. Employing the labels

introduced earlier, detection recall as a measure of how effective the change-

point algorithm is in detecting the changepoints is expressed as

Detection Recall =
T P + DT P

T P + DT P + FN
. (3.25)

Detection Delay This measures the average number of passes that it takes to

detect the changepoint after the emission rate has changed. This measure is

evaluated only for experiments where the changepoints were detected for all

instances (with or without delay) and is evaluated as

Detection Delay =

∑T P+DT P
i=1 Predicted CP − Actual CP

T P + DT P
, (3.26)
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where Predicted CP refers to the sensor pass after which the changepoint is

detected and Actual CP refers to the sensor pass after which the change in leak

rate has occurred.

False Positive Rate This refers to the ratio of number of instances where

changepoints are detected prior to the change in emission rate to to total num-

ber of instances. Here ”False Positive” (FP) refers to instances where data points

that are not changepoints are recognized as changepoints. The False Positive

Rate is a measure that reflects how many false alarms would be generated by

the changepoint detection algorithm and is expressed as follows

False Positive Rate =
FP

All instances
=

FP
1000

, (3.27)

noting that All instances refers to the 1000 signals with changepoints created for

each experiment.

To account for the variability introduced through random shuffling during

the data synthesis stage, for each experiment the data synthesis procedure is

repeated 100 times and therefore 100 different estimates of each performance

measure are computed. These 100 values of the performance measures are then

collected and used in a bootstrapping significance test analysis to establish 95%

confidence intervals for the computed performance measures [80].

3.4 Results and Discussion

Before presenting the results related to the performance of the changepoint de-

tection algorithms across all experiments, we explore one instance of an experi-

ment. For this instance, it is shown how the changepoint detection algorithm is
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coupled with the emission estimation procedure to approximate the leak rates

before and after a change in the emission rate.

3.4.1 Leak estimation and changepoint detection

We first show the changepoint detection procedure for one instance of an ex-

periment (Experiment ID 4 in Table 3.1). In this instance, 12 sensor passes are

made before the leak rate is significantly increased from Q1 = 0.083 g/s to Q2 =

0.332 g/s which is four times as large as Q1. The cy measurements including the

changepoint are shown in Figure 3.5a. After each sensor pass, the changepoint

probability is evaluated through the procedure described in section 3.2.3 with

the values presented in Figure 3.5b. A changepoint is detected when the change-

point probability surpasses a prescribed probability threshold of 0.8, after which

the prior to the recursive Bayesian inference of equation (3.11) is reset to the uni-

form prior (equation(3.12)), so that the new emission rate can be approximated.

Furthermore, the figure shows an increase in the changepoint probability after

the 19th sensor pass which can be attributed to the high value of the cy measure-

ment (in comparison to previous measurements) corresponding to this sensor

pass. In this study, the changepoint probability threshold is chosen through

trial and error to lower the false alarm rate of the detection algorithm, and its

effect on false positive rate is investigated in section 3.4.2.

For the same experiment instance as above, Figure 3.6 illustrates the evolu-

tion of the posterior PDF of the emission rate after each sensor pass before and

after the changepoint. In this case, the lower and upper bounds of the emission

rate, denoted by Qmin and Qmax are specified as 0 and 5.0 g/s. The choice for
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Figure 3.5: Application of the changepoint algorithm to an instance of an
experiment (ID 4). (a) Synthesized instance with a step change
in leak rate from 0.083 g/s to 0.332 g/s, where the vertical
dashed line indicates the first sensor pass after the change. (b)
The changepoint probability plotted after every sensor pass,
where the horizontal dashed line represents the changepoint
threshold probability, above which the algorithm registers a
changepoint and resets the recursive Bayesian inference for
leak estimation.

Qmin is trivial as the emission rate can only take positive values. Qmax is deter-

mined through trial and error such that the tail of the derived posterior PDF of

the emission rate is close to zero. Using a larger Qmax does not affect the accu-

racy of the Bayesian inference procedure, however it is deemed unnecessary as

it increases the computational cost of the recursive Bayesian inference scheme.

Figure 3.6b shows that posterior PDF is fairly small at Q = 2.0 g/s, suggesting
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that the choice of Qmax = 5.0 g/s is effective. Starting from a relatively broad

posterior PDF, suggesting a large uncertainty in the emission rate, the posterior

PDF tends to approach a more narrow shape with additional sensor passes. It is

worth noting that after the change in emission rate, the variation in the cy mea-

surements are much larger compared to measurements at the original emission

rate. Therefore, it is necessary to use a new estimate for σe in equation (3.13) for

approximating the emission rate after the changepoint. In practice, the emission

rate after the change is not known, hence, a larger and more conservative choice

for σe can be used to accommodate this lack of information. In the example

shown in Figure 3.6, we employ σe,2 = 10 × σe,1 where σe,1 and σe,2 refer to the

error scale parameters before and after the changepoint, respectively, which is

a conservative choice given that the error scale after the change is four times

the error scale prior to the change. This conservative choice leads to a higher

projected uncertainty when it comes to estimating the emission rate after the

changepoint.

3.4.2 Changepoint detection performance

We investigate the performance of the changepoint detection method using the

measures introduced in section 3.3.3 by systematically varying the magnitude

of the change in leak rate when synthesizing the data. To this end, Figure 3.7

shows recall for varying values of ”jump-to-noise ratio” (JNR), where JNR is the

ratio of the absolute difference in the average cy before and after the change (i.e.,

the jump) to the standard deviation of cy before the change in leak rate (i.e., the

noise). As expected, when the change in leak rate is of the order of the noise

in the measurements, or in other words JNR is of the order of 1, changepoints
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Figure 3.6: The evolution of the posterior probability p (Q|cy), of the emis-
sion rate Q after each sensor pass (a) before and (b) after the
change in leak rate as detected by the changepoint detection
algorithm for one instance of an experiment (ID 4). The poste-
rior probability obtained after the final sensor pass before the
changepoint in (a) and after the overall final pass are presented
with a solid red line. The vertical dashed lines indicate the ac-
tual emission rate of (a) 0.083 g/s and (b) 0.332 g/s.
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are difficult to detect and therefore recall is low for all experiments. Further, as

JNR is increased a monotonic rise in performance is observed across all exper-

iments, with similar recall values observed in almost all cases. This similarity

of recall values across experiments for each JNR motivates the idea of grouping

all experiments based on the source-to-sensor distance. Figure 3.8 presents the

recall averaged across all experiments within each group as a function of JNR,

where the vertical bars indicate the 95% confidence intervals. The trends ob-

served in Figures 3.7 and 3.8 suggest that JNR can solely predict the recall for

the changepoint algorithm irrespective of the source-to-sensor distance and the

measurement noise.

In practice, it is more constructive to predict the performance of the change-

point algorithm based on the ratio of the emission rate before and after the

changepoint. To this end, Figure 3.9 illustrates recall as a function of increas-

ing leak rate ratio (LRR) for all experiments, where leak rate ratio is the ratio of

the leak rate after the change to the leak rate before the change. In this figure,

for each source-to-sensor distance, the experiments are sorted based on coeffi-

cient of variation (CV) of cy. For each experiment, CV is calculated as the ratio

of the standard deviation of cy measurements to the average cy measurements

in the original signal (e.g., Figure 3.4a). It can be seen that a higher CV is a pre-

dictor for lower recall as an indicator for the performance of the changepoint

algorithm. This relationship between recall and CV can be explained through a

comparison between LRR and JNR.

According to equation (3.10), cy is directly proportional to the leak rate Q,

therefore in our synthesized data, the leak rate ratio is the same as the ratio of
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Figure 3.7: Evolution of recall for a series of jump to noise ratios varying
between 1.5 and 15.5 for source-to-sensor distances, xm of (a)
10m, (b) 20m and (c) 30m. ID refers to the experiment ID as
seen in Table 3.1. Vertical bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 3.8: The evolution of recall for a series of jump to noise ratios vary-
ing between 1.5 and 15.5 after grouping experiments based on
source-to-sensor distance, xm. For each xm, the set of jump to
noise ratios are identical, however they are plotted in an off-
set to improve visibility. Vertical bars represent the 95% confi-
dence intervals.

the mean cy after and before the change. Therefore we can write

LRR =
Q2

Q1
=
µc2

µc1

, (3.28)

where Q2 and Q1 are the emission rate after and before the change, and µc2 and

µc1 are the average cy measurements after and before the change, respectively.

With this definition, we can relate JNR and LRR as follows

JNR =
µc2 − µc1

σc
=

LRR − 1
CV

, (3.29)

where σc is the standard deviation of cy measurements in the original signal of

an experiment. Based on equation (3.29), for a constant LRR, a higher value
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Figure 3.9: Evolution of recall for a series of leak rate ratios varying be-
tween 1.5 and 7.5 for source-to-sensor distances, xm of (a) 10m,
(b) 20m and (c) 30m. ID refers to the experiment ID as seen in
Table 3.1, and CV refers to coefficient of variation of cy measure-
ments calculated for each experiment. Vertical bars represent
the 95% confidence intervals.
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of CV corresponds to a smaller JNR, which according to Figure 3.8 points to a

lower recall.

In most practical applications, delayed detection of the changepoint is ac-

ceptable. Therefore, Figure 3.10 depicts the detection recall as a function of

increasing LRR. In this figure, for each source-to-sensor distance, the experi-

ments are sorted based on σc as a measure of noise in the measurements. It can

be seen that experiments with higher values of σc correspond to higher detec-

tion recalls. This behaviour is expected due to our data synthesis procedure,

where high values of σc lead to significantly large cy measurements after the

change in emission rate which are easily detected by the changepoint detection

algorithm. Moreover, above a leak rate ratio of 3, the changepoints are rarely

missed if we account for delayed detection, therefore showing the effectiveness

of the algorithm in raising the alarm when a substantial change in the emis-

sion rate occurs. The significance of this result can be highlighted by noting

that in a recent study of natural gas well pads in California, it was shown that

well pads for which facility-based emission estimates were at least 3 times the

component-based emission estimations, were responsible for 80% of the total

measured emissions from all well pads [2].

Given that in some applications the change in emission rate can be inter-

mittent, it is also important to quantify the delay in changepoint detection.

Therefore, Figure 3.11 illustrates the detection delay for experiments where the

changepoints are successfully detected across all instances (i.e., Detection Re-

call = 1) against increasing leak rate ratio. In this case, there is no clear trend

between the noise in the measurements and the detection delay. However, the

delay in changepoint detection monotonically decreases with increasing LRR as
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expected. It is worth noting that even at the lowest LRR where all changepoints

are detected, the detection delay is less than one sensor pass, showcasing the

speed of the changepoint detection algorithm.

Finally, we investigate the sensitivity of the changepoint detection algorithm

to the changepoint probability threshold, which in earlier results was set to

a value of 0.8. Figure 3.12 presents the false positive rate when varying the

changepoint probability threshold from 0.5 to 0.95. It can be seen that even at

the lowest chosen threshold the false positive rate is less than 12%, highlighting

the robustness of the changepoint detection algorithm. Furthermore, while the

probability of false alarms is generally higher for experiments with larger noise,

noise is not the sole predictor of the false positive rate in experiments. Range

of the measurement distribution in each experiment, i.e., the difference between

the maximum and minimum cy measurements in each experiment, seems to be

a better predictor than standard deviation of measurements for the false posi-

tive rate. Consequently, the changepoint detection algorithm can be adversely

affected by the presence of outliers in the data. There are multiple possible so-

lutions for alleviating the sensitivity of the changepoint detection algorithm to

outliers. One possible solution is to modify the changepoint detection condi-

tion first introduced in section 3.2.3. For example, the condition can be adapted

such that a changepoint is retained only if the changepoint probability is above

a threshold for multiple measurements over the next few sensor passes. This re-

quires the algorithm to delay resetting the Bayesian inference of equation (3.11)

until the detection condition is satisfied. The downside of this solution is poten-

tial poor changepoint detection when the change in emission rate is intermittent

and temporary.
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Figure 3.10: Evolution of detection recall for a series of leak rate ratios
varying between 1.5 and 7.5 for source-to-sensor distances, xm

of (a) 10m, (b) 20m and (c) 30m. ID refers to the experiment ID
as seen in Table 3.1, and σc refers to the standard deviation of
cy measurements before the changepoint that is calculated for
each experiment. Vertical bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals.
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Figure 3.11: Evolution of detection delay (with units of number of passes)
for a series of leak rate ratios varying between 4.5 and 7.5 for
source-to-sensor distances, xm of (a) 10m, (b) 20m and (c) 30m.
ID refers to the experiment ID as seen in Table 3.1, and σc

refers to the standard deviation of cy measurements before the
changepoint that is calculated for each experiment. Vertical
bars represent the 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.12: Evolution of false positive rate for changepoint probability
thresholds varying between 0.5 and 0.95 for source-to-sensor
distances, xm of (a) 10m, (b) 20m and (c) 30m. ID refers to the
experiment ID as seen in Table 3.1, σc refers to the standard
deviation of cy measurements before the changepoint, and R
refers to range of cy measurements before the changepoint for
each experiment. Vertical bars represent the 95% confidence
intervals.
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3.5 Conclusions

In this study, we addressed the problem of detecting changes in the emission

rate of a point-source by developing a recursive Bayesian scheme. This method-

ology directly builds on a recursive Bayesian framework that was previously

used to estimate the emission rate from point sources. As a result, the intro-

duced recursive Bayesian methodology has the ability to simultaneously detect

changepoints in the emission rate and estimate the emission rate before and af-

ter changepoints. In addition, we applied our changepoint detection algorithm

to a series of controlled release experiments, where a mobile sensor traversed

cross-sections of the plume emitting from a point-source at different downwind

distances, in the presence of an obstacle close to the source. Several measures

were used to evaluate the performance of the changepoint detection methodol-

ogy noting that the importance of each performance measure depends on the

practical application at hand. We found that the changepoint algorithm is ex-

tremely effective (>90% success rate) in identifying changes when the emission

rate is tripled. This level of success is significant given recent findings sug-

gesting that majority of emissions from the oil and gas sector can be caused by

abnormal operations that drastically and suddenly increase the emission rate

(by more than an order of magnitude) [2, 3]. Further, the results showed that

the statistics of the cross-plume mass concentration measurements such as the

mean, standard deviation and the range can be used as predictors of the perfor-

mance of the changepoint detection algorithm. Particularly, it was found that

at a given leak rate ratio, lower values of coefficient of variation correspond to

higher recall values which translates to higher effectiveness of the algorithm in

detecting changes immediately after they occur. Moreover, it was shown that
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the false positive rate of the changepoint detection algorithm was less than 2%

when using a prescribed changepoint probability threshold of 0.8 for all the con-

trolled release experiments.

Although the changepoint detection algorithm was applied to mobile sen-

sor measurements in the near field, the methodology can be easily adapted for

fenceline monitoring applications using networks of fixed sensors or far-field

measurements using a single stationary sensor. In these examples, mass con-

centrations and meteorological conditions are often averaged over 30-minute

periods. By treating each 30-minute interval similar to a single sensor pass in

the experiments described in the current study, changes in the emission rate can

be found using the detection algorithm.

With the changepoint detection methodology presented here applied to syn-

thesized data from a single emission source, future work will be focused on

evaluating the performance of the algorithm under more real-world scenarios

such as intermittent faulty operation, and multiple emission rates caused by

various operating conditions. Moreover, for practical settings, it is necessary

to investigate the training time required to learn all the baseline parameters for

the Bayesian inference scheme, most importantly the range of values used in the

prior and the uncertainty term (σe) in the likelihood function of equation (3.13)

before a change occurs. More studies on fault detection using advance sensing

and measurement technologies will be beneficial in effective and rapid identi-

fication of large emitters which can lead to significant reductions in methane

emissions from the oil and gas industry.
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CHAPTER 4

A SPATIAL LAND-USE CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK FOR

INVESTIGATING THE ROLE OF LAND-USE IN MEDIATING THE

EFFECT OF METEOROLOGY ON URBAN AIR QUALITY

4.1 Introduction

Around the globe, exposure to air pollution causes millions of premature deaths

annually [81], and is associated with chronic respiratory illnesses that increase

the co-morbidity risk of many viral infections [82]. Early evidence, for example,

suggests exposure to air pollution may increase mortality of COVID-19 [83].

One group of pollutants with known deleterious effects on health is Nitrogen

oxides (NOx). Nitrogen dioxide (NO2) is commonly used as the indicator for

the NOx group and NO2 is mainly formed by burning of fuel. Exposure to NO2

is associated with irritation of the airways, decreased lung capacity, increased

mortality from coronary heart disease, and increased incidence of diabetes, hy-

pertension, and other cardiovascular and respiratory illnesses [84, 85]. Further,

in a study of 66 administrative regions in Europe, regions with chronic expo-

sure to NO2 were observed to experience the highest fatality rates from COVID-

19 [86]. Therefore, monitoring and mitigating exposure to NO2 is important to

public health and safety.

Traditionally, air pollution has been monitored using sparse networks of

fixed stations installed in urban areas with the goal of regulatory compliance.

While these fixed stations offer accurate and reliable pollutant measurements,

they provide very low spatial coverage. Yet, pollutant concentrations can vary

sharply over short distances due to heterogeneity in emission sources and ur-
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ban form [87, 88]. In fact, it has been shown that pollutant concentrations can

differ more between two neighborhoods of the same city than between two dis-

tinct cities [89]. Hence, while the networks of fixed monitoring stations remain

essential for air quality regulation compliance, they fail to capture the strong

spatial variability in pollutant concentrations within urban areas with strong

implications for epidemiology and environmental justice [88, 90–92].

Mobile measurements show promise for overcoming the limitations of fixed-

site air pollution monitoring stations [89,93–96]. The spatial flexibility of mobile

measurements has led to their application in characterizing regional pollutant

concentrations and in locating pollution hotspots in select locales [93, 97–99].

While early local mobile campaigns were successful in describing spatial gradi-

ents in pollutant concentrations, many of these campaigns had limited spatial

domains and were conducted for relatively short time periods. Recently, city-

scale mobile monitoring campaigns have become more common [88,94,100,101],

with vehicles outfitted with state-of-the-art sensors and deployed to cover ex-

tensive parts of urban areas over several months and years, allowing for re-

peated sampling of visited locations. Repeated sampling coupled with data an-

alytics algorithms grants statistical power to construct stable, long-term spatial

maps of pollutant concentrations at high resolutions over large areas [88,94,100].

These spatial maps are useful in depicting persistent patterns in pollutant con-

centrations, measuring average pollution (averaged over a year) in a region, and

locating air pollution hotspots. However, temporal variability in air pollution

is typically not reported, despite its vital importance for identifying the time of

exposure above key concentration thresholds of human health significance [82].

Temporal dynamics of pollutant concentrations within an urban area are de-
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pendent on both the regional (city-wide) meteorology for overall atmospheric

boundary layer mixing and the local meteorology, as modulated by local urban

form, for its control on ground level concentrations. In other words, local land

use affects the temporal dynamics of air quality by mediating the relationship

between regional and local meteorology (i.e. some areas more or less venit-

lated than others). Meanwhile, the effects of regional meteorology on air qual-

ity are known to vary between seasons [102, 103]. Therefore, the study of the

temporal variability of pollutant concentrations requires local pollutant mea-

surements over different seasons as done in large scale air quality measurement

campaigns. One such campaign was the mobile measurement effort by two

Google Street View Cars in Oakland, CA, sampling ambient NO2 concentrations

with a frequency of 1-Hz over a two-year period. This novel dataset provides

information on pollutant concentrations of all city streets within the study do-

main of West Oakland, downtown Oakland, and East Oakland across different

seasons and under varying meteorological conditions.

In this chapter, we investigate the role of urban land form in mediating the

effect of regional meteorology on intra-urban air quality in Oakland, CA using

the Google Street View air quality dataset. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first study focusing on using city-wide mobile measurements to exam-

ine spatially varying temporal patterns in air quality due to interaction between

meteorology and urban form. To this end, we developed a data-driven spatio-

temporal framework as follows. First, inspired by findings of Messier et al.

(2018), we clustered the spatial locations in Oakland, CA based on land-use co-

variates (as surrogates for emission sources and urban form) using the k-means

clustering algorithm [104, 105]. This clustering effectively reduces the spatial fi-

delity of the data, but increases its statistical power by producing clusters with
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large sample sizes. The increase in statistical power is required for successful

data stratification based on wind speed and season. Subsequently, we used

conditional averaging to characterize the effect of wind speed on NO2 concen-

trations in each cluster. We note that the focus on wind speed as an effective tem-

poral variable in modulating NO2 concentrations and the need for clusters with

large sample sizes are discussed in detail in our exploratory analysis described

in section 4.3. The analysis is concluded with the study of exceedance probabil-

ities under varying seasons and wind speed conditions. Exceedance probabili-

ties are an important measure of exposure to extreme pollutant concentrations,

with clear ties to acute effects of air pollution on human health. The main contri-

bution of this chapter is providing a framework that exploits land-use variables

to learn about the relationship between meteorology and intra-urban air quality

using limited air pollution data from mobile sensors. The second contribution

is the development of a land-use clustering technique consisting of the k-means

algorithm and a comprehensive procedure for selecting the number of clusters.

The third contribution is the application of the framework to pre-existing data

from Oakland, CA and the insightful results related to how urban form modu-

lates the effect of wind speed on intra-urban air quality.

4.2 Data

Multiple datasets including meteorological data, land-use data and mobile NO2

measurements, were analyzed in this study to investigate the effect of meteorol-

ogy and land use on air pollution levels in distinct regions of Oakland, CA, with

use cases of each dataset presented in Figure 4.1. In this figure, dark blue rect-

angles correspond to data and orange rectangles correspond to data processing
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steps. Further, variables in bold refer to data matrices and non-bold variables

indicate vectors, and light blue rectangles refer to the methodologies used in

this study.

4.2.1 Data sources

Mobile measurements of 1-Hz NO2 concentrations were collected in Oakland,

CA in a joint effort between University of Texas at Austin, Aclima Inc., Google

and the Environmental Defense Fund, details of which are available in [88]. In

brief, Aclima environmental intelligence fast-response pollution measurement

and data integration platforms were installed on two Google Street View map-

ping vehicles. These vehicles measured weekday daytime NO2 concentrations

on city streets. Measurements were collected on every road in a 30 km2 domain,

incorporating residential, commercial and industrial areas [106]. The data in-

cludes more than 2.7 million samples from two datasets with measurements

from a total of 305 days from July 13, 2015 to August 31, 2017. Our data reduc-

tion ”snapping” scheme follows that of Messier et al. [104]. First, we divided

a street centerline file (obtained from OpenStreetMaps.com) into more than

19,000 30-meter road segments. Next, we employed a nearest-neighbor algo-

rithm (Python SciPy ”ckdnearest” algorithm) to ”snap” each 1-Hz measurement

to its nearest road segment resulting in consistently defined locations [107]. The

snapping procedure is described in more detail in Appendix B.1.

We also gathered land-use data for each 30 meter road segment in the form

of 26 binary and continuous geographic covariates following the methods of

Messier et al. [104]. The procedures used for calculating the geographic covari-
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ates are described in detail in Appendix B.2 with the full list of the covariates

presented in Table B.1.

Surface meteorological observations, including hourly temperature, wind

speed and direction, and precipitation, for Oakland International Airport

were acquired from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

(NOAA) Automated Surface Observing Systems (ASOS) through Iowa Envi-

ronment Mesonet (IEM) portal maintained by Iowa State University (https:

//mesonet.agron.iastate.edu/; accessed November 1, 2020). A major

strength of the ASOS is the consistency of measurements in reporting wind

data which is a crucial variable in this study. Hourly solar radiation data

in the form of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) was obtained from Solcast

(https://solcast.com/; accessed November 5, 2020) using the Solcast API,

a source for satellite-derived solar irradiance data. The data was obtained for

a location of 37◦48′54′′N 122◦16′57′′W and is within the core of the West Oak-

land/Downtown domain of NO2 mobile measurements and coincides with the

fixed-site regulatory monitor located at the Oakland West site managed by the

Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD). We then used linear

interpolation to convert the observations to match the 1-Hz measurements of

the mobile campaign, therefore augmenting the NO2 observations with surface

meteorological measurements and satellite-driven radiation measurements.

4.2.2 Selection of temporal variables

NO2 concentrations in urban areas are affected by regional meteorological vari-

ables. Strong inter-dependencies between different meteorological variables,
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complicate the relationship between these variables and pollutant concentra-

tions. Establishing links between regional meteorology and pollutant concen-

trations is further complicated by the role of local urban land form in mediating

the effect of regional meteorology on the local mixing within the urban area.

Therefore, prior to our statistical analysis, we apply a variable selection proce-

dure driven by the regional meteorological conditions during the measurement

period and unique to the study area of Oakland, CA.

The climate in Oakland is characterized by dry, warm summers and mild,

wet winters. However, during the measurement campaign precipitation data

was reflective of prevailing drought conditions (zero precipitation for more than

99% of all study hours). In addition, the prevailing wind direction was found to

be from the West for approximately 85% of all study hours. Due to the low vari-

ability observed in wind direction and precipitation during the study period,

the effects of these parameters on intra-urban NO2 pollution are not pursued

here.

While high daily temperatures have been previously linked to higher con-

centrations of NO2, increases in global radiation have been shown to correlate

with reduced NO2 concentrations [102]. The lack of nighttime measurements

coupled with a moderate positive correlation (Spearman’s correlation coeffi-

cient = 0.57) observed between temperature and radiation during the study

period, leads to the conclusion that isolating the effect of each of these vari-

ables is not viable in our analysis. On the other hand, pollutant concentrations,

including NO2¸ are known to be seasonal [102, 108]. Henceforth, we assume

that investigating the seasonality in the data indirectly accounts for the effects

of emission seasonality, temperature and radiation. Therefore, temperature and
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radiation are excluded from the analysis and instead a seasonal stratification of

concentration data as described in section 4.3 is adopted.

A secondary variable with known effects on atmospheric dispersion that can

be calculated from the available data (radiation and wind speed) is atmospheric

stability. In urban areas however, the increased drag force caused by roughness

obstacles (e.g. buildings and other structures) leads to larger friction velocities

than in open areas. Therefore, stability over urban areas is biased towards neu-

tral (adiabatic) conditions [109]. As a result, the effects of atmospheric stability

on intra-urban air pollution are not pursued in this study, due to low variability

in stability conditions.

In this study, we primarily investigate the effects of wind speed on intra-

urban NO2 concentrations, as it has been established as an important meteoro-

logical parameter in affecting NO2 pollution by previous studies [102, 110, 111].

In addition, seasonality of NO2 concentrations in Oakland are studied. The ex-

ploratory analysis in section 4.3 further validates the choice of wind speed as an

important meteorological parameter controlling NO2 concentrations across the

city of Oakland.

4.3 Exploratory data analysis

Prior to clustering, we conducted a preliminary analysis to examine the rela-

tionship between the selected variables in section 2.2 and NO2 observations on

30-m road segments. The analysis relies on data stratification which refers to

partitioning the concentration data into distinct and non overlapping groups

of independent variable states. Two distinct stratifications are applied to the
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data separately to identify effects of wind speed and seasonal changes on NO2

concentrations, respectively. Wind speed stratification is carried out by divid-

ing all 1-Hz NO2 measurements into two groups: wind speeds below 3.5 m/s

(calm) and above 5.5 m/s (windy). The threshold values of 3.5 and 5.5 m/s

are chosen for the following reasons: 1) similar sample sizes between the two

groups, and 2) a wind speed buffer of 2 m/s prevents misclassification as the

accuracy of the ASOS monitoring system is 1 m/s. After stratification, each

group is analyzed separately to calculate the median of 1-Hz NO2 measure-

ments (Ccalm,Cwindy) for those 30-m road segments that have been visited on at

least 10 distinct days, noting that 10 distinct measurement days ensure stable

estimations of median concentrations [88]. Lastly, the local differences in me-

dian NO2 concentrations (∆Cwind) between calm and windy measurements are

computed as ∆Cwind = Ccalm − Cwindy for each 30-m road segment (Figure 4.2a).

The spatial distribution shows the contrast between the median concentrations,

with the mean (median) ± standard deviation of ∆Cwind = 8.0 (7.6) ± 5.8 ppb.

It is worth noting that an increase of 5.3 ppb in long-term NO2 concentrations

(averaged over one year or more) has been associated with all-cause mortality

with hazard ratios of 1.01 − 1.03 (95% CI), highlighting the significance of the

computed ∆Cwind [112].

Seasonal stratification is carried out by dividing the 1-Hz NO2 measure-

ments into two groups: November 1st until February 28th are labeled winter

measurements and May 1st until August 31st are labeled summer. Follow-

ing similar steps as the wind speed analysis, the local differences in median

NO2 concentrations (∆Cseason) between winter and summer are computed as

∆Cseason = Cwinter − Csummer (Figure 4.2b) for each 30-m road segment. The spatial

distribution of ∆Cseason indicates higher median concentrations during winter
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which is in agreement with our analysis of hourly NO2 observations from the

fixed site monitoring site in West Oakland (Figure B.7 in Appendix B.3). The

mean (median) ± standard deviation of ∆Cseason is 8.0 (7.1) ± 5.1 ppb.

Our exploratory analysis reveals the effect of wind speed on NO2 concen-

trations through a two-group stratification (windy and calm), because a multi-

group stratification would not be appropriate as very few road segments would

pass the 10 distinct day selection criterion. Furthermore, a mixed stratification

based on wind speeds and seasons leading to 4 groups (e.g. winter and windy,

summer and calm, etc.) would not be viable for the same reason. Therefore, we

propose an approach that uses cluster analysis to group together road segments

that are similar in terms of land use to investigate the effect of each temporal

control separately and with finer granularity (i.e. more wind speed intervals).

This clustering approach increases the statistical power of our temporal anal-

ysis, because of significantly larger sample sizes of each cluster compared to

individual road segments.

4.4 Methodology

4.4.1 Spatial clustering

A popular approach for quantifying intra-urban variation in air pollution is

land-use regression (LUR) [113–115]. LUR models are mainly used to depict

spatial variation of air pollution and do not give any information on temporal

variations of air quality. Furthermore, time series analysis of the mobile mea-

surements is not feasible as the data are collected along spatio-temporal paths
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a)

Wind speed Stratification

b)

Seasonal Stratification

−20 −15 −10 −5 0 5 10 15 20
∆Cwind , ∆Cseason [ppb]

Figure 4.2: Difference in median NO2 concentrations between (a) calm and
windy and (b) winter and summer observations. Map tiles by
Stamen Design. Map data by OpenStreetMap.
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(cars traversing the city). In addition, the size of the dataset is inadequate to re-

solve the effects of all the factors influencing pollutant concentrations at every

30-m road segment.

Inspired by LUR models which suggest that locations with similar land use

characteristics have similar pollutant concentrations, we aim to overcome the

sample size issue by clustering the 30-m road segments based on their land-use

covariates, and then study the temporal evolution of NO2 concentrations within

each cluster. This allows us to examine how land use modulates the effect of

regional meteorology on local air quality dynamics.

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method for grouping a set of objects

in a way that objects in the same group are more similar to each other than to

those in other groups. The similarity of objects is assigned by the features that

clustering is based on. In this study, we cluster 30-m road segments in the city of

Oakland, CA, by using land-use covariates of these road segments as features.

As discussed in section 4.2.1 a total of 26 land-use covariates are considered.

Furthermore, it is desirable that road segments that are geographically close to

each other fall in the same cluster, as we expect the effects of emission sources

and local meteorology to be similar for adjacent road segments. Therefore, the

latitude and longitude of the center point of individual road segments are also

included as features in the clustering algorithm bringing the total feature count

to 28.
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Data pre-processing

Performance of clustering algorithms are generally improved when the number

of features are lowered [116]. First, we lower the number of features using a

principal component analysis (PCA). Feature reduction using PCA is appropri-

ate in the land use context, because the land-use variables considered are highly

correlated with each other, containing redundant information that is detrimen-

tal to the performance of clustering algorithms. Prior to PCA, the features are

standardized by subtracting the feature mean and rescaling the feature variance

to unity. The standardized features are then stored in an n×28 matrix, with n be-

ing the number of unique road segments. Performing PCA on this preliminary

matrix leads to a new n × 28 matrix that we label matrix P:

P = (p1,p2, . . . ,p28) =



p1,1 p1,2 . . . p1,28

p2,1 p2,2 . . . p2,28

...
...

...
...

pn,1 pn,2 . . . pn,28


, (4.1)

where each column vector pj corresponds to the newly formed principal compo-

nents (PCs) that are linearly uncorrelated with each other. The PCs are ordered

based on amount of variance in the original variables accounted for by each

component, with PC1 accounting for the most variance and PC28 accounting for

the least. The first 12 PCs account for approximately 85% of the variance in land-

use variables. A more detailed description of the PCA is presented in Appendix

B.4.

To further reduce the number of features, out of the first 12 PCs, we retain

those PCs that are correlated with median NO2 concentrations computed for

each road segment. Therefore, we calculate the Pearson correlation coefficients
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of the columns of P and the column vector C:

C = (C1,C2, . . . ,Cn)T , (4.2)

with Ci computed as median of NO2 concentration at road segment i. Labeling

the Pearson correlation coefficient between pi and C as ρi, we only retain those

PCs that satisfy |ρi| > 0.1. This analysis results in the retainment of 4 PCs that

account for approximately 60% of the variance, therefore, greatly reducing the

number of features prior to clustering.

Clustering method

We apply the k-means algorithm developed by Hartigan and Wong (1979) to

cluster the 30-m road segments [105]. This algorithm seeks to partition n points

(30-m road segments) in D dimensions (4 PCs in this case) into k clusters. It iter-

atively searches for a local solution that minimizes Euclidean distance between

the points and cluster centers. The initial cluster centers in the k-means algo-

rithm can be chosen randomly, by the user or by randomized techniques. Here,

we utilize the popular ”k-means++” initializing algorithm as it seeks to spread

out the cluster centers, a desirable property in this study [117]. The main advan-

tages of k-means are its ease of implementation, computational efficiency, and

reduced sensitivity to outliers compared to hierarchical clustering methods.

Selecting the number of clusters

In k-means clustering the main required hyper parameter is the number of clus-

ters (k) which is often not known a priori. The number of clusters can be as-

signed by either pre-existing knowledge of the data that is not available from
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the dataset itself, or by providing a descriptive statistic for ascertaining the ex-

tent to which the observations comprising the dataset fall into natural distinct

groupings [118]. In short, the number of clusters can either be assigned solely

through the dataset (Data-based or internal methods) or by additional knowl-

edge obtained externally (External methods). In this study, we apply both in-

ternal and external methods to select the optimal value of k and validate the

clustering analysis. To select the number of clusters, clustering solutions are

first found for a sequence of consecutive k values between 5 and 15. These so-

lutions are then compared to each other using internal and external methods to

find the optimal number of clusters.

Internal method The gap statistic approach originally introduced by Tibshi-

rani et al. is among the standard data-based methods for choosing the number

of clusters in a dataset [119]. This method utilizes the total ”within-cluster dis-

persion”, which is defined as the sum of the distance between each data point

(road segment features) in the cluster and the cluster center. For each value of

k, the k-means algorithm is applied to the observed data and a randomly gen-

erated data set that uniformly spans the feature space and has the same size as

the observed data. The gap function, Gap(k), is then computed as the difference

between the sum of the total within-cluster dispersion for the observed and ran-

dom data (generated 100 times in this analysis). The optimal number of clusters

for the given data set is the smallest k such that

Gap(k) ≥ Gap(k + 1) − sk+1, (4.3)

where sk+1 is the standard deviation of the total within-cluster sum of squares of

the randomly generated data.
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External method In regards to applying additional knowledge to assign the

number of clusters, we consider the cluster average of variability of median NO2

concentration for all 30-m road segments within each cluster. Variability labeled

V , is calculated as the standard deviation from the mean of median daytime

concentrations for 30-m road segments within each cluster:

V( j) =

 1
n j

n j∑
i=1

(
C( j)

i − C̄( j)
)2
.

1/2

(4.4)

where n j is the number of road segments in cluster j, C( j)
i is the median NO2 con-

centration observed at the i’th road segment belonging to cluster j and C̄( j) is the

mean of median NO2 concentrations observed at all road segments belonging

to cluster j. Average cluster variability, labeled S , is then calculated as follows:

S (k) =
1
k

k∑
j=1

V( j) (4.5)

At first glance, solutions with lower average variability may be judged to be

superior to those with higher average variability. However, average variability

within clusters generally tends to decrease with increasing number of clusters.

Therefore, we create a “benchmark” for every value of k, and judge the superi-

ority of solutions based on their distance from this benchmark. For each k, the

benchmark is created by first sorting 30-m road segments by their correspond-

ing value of median NO2 concentrations and then grouping the road segments

into k equally-sized clusters. We then find the number of clusters that minimizes

the difference between average variability of the median NO2 concentrations of

the original clustering using k-means algorithm, S (k) from Eq. 4.5, and the av-

erage variability of median concentrations of the benchmark, S ∗(k), for k values

between 5 and 15:

arg min
k∈[5,15]

[S (k) − S ∗(k)] . (4.6)
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4.4.2 Statistical analysis

Once the road segments are clustered, the effects of wind speed and seasonal-

ity on 1-Hz NO2 concentrations corresponding to road segments in each cluster

are investigated. Similar to section 4.3, NO2 concentrations in each cluster are

stratified into two groups based on the measurement season. Following this

division, conditional averaging based on wind speed is employed to quantify

the effect of wind speed on NO2 concentrations for each cluster/season combi-

nation. Further, probabilities of NO2 exceeding pre-determined thresholds are

calculated through a two-step sampling process for every cluster, season and

wind speed condition.

Conditionally averaged concentration

Every NO2 concentration measurement coincides with a wind speed measure-

ment as described in section 4.2.1. The concentration values are organized based

on the wind speed such that multiple concentration values are grouped together

within a given wind speed interval, U. The conditionally averaged NO2 concen-

tration value, denoted 〈c|u〉, is calculated within designated wind speed inter-

vals as shown:

〈c|u〉 =
1

NU

∑
ui∈U(u)

c (ui) , (4.7)

where c represents 1-Hz NO2 measurements, U(u) = {ui : −∆u/2 ≤ u − ui <

∆u/2,∀i = 1, 2, . . . ,NU} and NU is the total number of data points within the

given wind speed interval U. In this analysis, ∆u is set to 1 m/s. This choice of

the wind speed intervals is driven by the accuracy of 1 m/s of the ASOS mon-

itoring system and the available sample size of NO2 measurements coinciding
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with each given interval. In addition, conditional probability distribution func-

tions (PDFs) of concentration are also constructed to calculate the conditional

interquartile range in a similar manner to the conditional averages.

Exceedance probabilities

Exceedance probabilities are calculated by computing empirical cumulative dis-

tribution functions (ECDFs) of NO2 concentrations for every cluster, season and

wind speed condition. Due to the streaming nature of mobile measurements,

observations recorded on any given day are correlated, particularly if the obser-

vations were recorded over a short period of time (e.g. one hour). Furthermore,

the number of measurements on each day varies widely across different days,

especially after cluster, season and wind speed stratifications. Therefore, di-

rect calculation of the ECDFs using raw 1-Hz measurements gives extra weight

to days with high number of measurements and biases calculated exceedance

probabilities. To overcome this issue, we utilize the following two-step sam-

pling strategy to compute ECDFs and exceedance probabilities. For each cluster,

season and wind speed condition, the steps are as follows:

1. Randomly select a day with replacement from the days with at least 100

mobile measurements for the given cluster, season and wind condition.

2. Randomly sample N = 100 NO2 measurements with replacement from the

selected day.

3. Repeat the first two steps ND = 10 times to create an ECDF with ND × N =

1000 samples.

4. Calculate exceedance probability as: PE(T ) = (Number of samples with
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concentrations > T )/(ND × N).

with T corresponding to the concentrations threshold chosen for NO2. A ro-

bust estimate of the exceedance probability is then computed by repeating the

steps above 1000 times to account for variability introduced through the ran-

dom selection. We note that the data corresponding to days with less than 100

measurements account for less than 5% of all the data for a given cluster, season

and wind condition, and therefore unlikely to have a significant effect on the

calculated probabilities. In addition, ND = 10 is chosen since there are at least

10 unique measurement days with at least 100 measurements for each cluster,

wind and season condition.

4.5 Results and Discussion

4.5.1 Spatial clustering

After pre-processing the land-use data corresponding to individual 30-m road

segments described in section 4.4.1, we select the number of clusters k, using

both data-based and external methods.

Internal method We computed the gap statistic for clustering solutions be-

tween 5 and 15 clusters to find the optimal number of clusters suggested by this

method. The gap statistic for these solutions are shown in Figure 4.3a with the

vertical error bars corresponding to the standard error, sk. Based on equation

4.3, this method assigns 7 clusters as the optimal value for k.
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Figure 4.3: Selecting optimal number of clusters through (a) gap-statistic
as an internal method suggesting 7 clusters as the optimal
choice for k, with the vertical lines corresponding to sk and
(b) comparison of average within-cluster variability of daytime
median NO2 concentrations between the clustering solution
and clustering benchmark as an external method, suggesting
7 clusters.

External method As discussed in section 4.4.1, we computed the statistics re-

quired to select the optimal number of clusters k using information external to

land-use and location data. The results are shown in figure 4.3b where S (k),

S ∗(k) and their differences are plotted for clustering solutions between 5 and 15

clusters. Since the goal is to minimize S (k) − S ∗(k), this methodology indicates

that the optimal choice for k is 7 clusters.

Since both validation methods yield the same result regarding the optimal

number of clusters, 7 was chosen as the number of clusters. Figure 4.4a below

shows the clustering solution utilizing the k-means algorithm with k = 7 as a

spatial map of Oakland, CA. Meanwhile, Figure 4.4b presents the histograms

of median NO2 concentrations at each road segment belonging to each of the 7

clusters. This clustering solution shows that cluster 1 is a mixture of highways

and major roads in industrial areas closer to East Oakland, cluster 2 covers resi-
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dential areas in East Oakland that are located at higher elevations (>100m higher

than sea level), cluster 3 mostly includes both major and narrow roads in indus-

trial zones of West Oakland and Downtown, cluster 4 covers highways that are

truck prohibited, cluster 5 mostly covers residential zones and roads located in

East Oakland, cluster 6 mostly consists of interstate highways that allow truck

passage and cluster 7 covers residential areas in West Oakland and Downtown.

Based on these findings, the clusters will be referred to using the following la-

bels:

• Cluster 1 - Industrial East Oakland

• Cluster 2 - Elevated residential East Oakland

• Cluster 3 - Industrial West Oakland

• Cluster 4 - Truck prohibited highways

• Cluster 5 - Residential East Oakland

• Cluster 6 - Truck-route highways

• Cluster 7 - Residential West Oakland

With geographically similar road segments grouped together in clusters with

a significant number of mobile NO2 measurements available within each cluster,

mobile measurements within each cluster can be investigated with regards to

wind speed and seasonal changes.

4.5.2 Effects of wind speed on concentrations

For each cluster, effects of wind speed on NO2 concentrations during each

season are examined through conditionally averaged concentrations and are
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Figure 4.4: Clustering 30-m road segments into k = 7 clusters. (a) Spa-
tial map of 30-m road segments, color coded based on cluster
numbers, and (b) histograms of daytime median NO2 concen-
trations for each cluster. Map tiles by Stamen Design. Map data
by OpenStreetMap.
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shown in Figures 4.5 and 4.6 for winter and summer, respectively. The results

are shown for 4 of the 7 clusters including Industrial and residential West Oak-

land and inter-state highways (i.e. clusters 3, 4, 6 and 7) for the following rea-

sons: 1) These regions cover highways, industrial and residential zones where

the population lives, works and commutes, 2) the results allow for comparisons

between residential/industrial zones, truck-route/truck-prohibited highways,

and highway/non-highway roads, and 3) the majority of mobile measurements

were made in these regions and therefore sample sizes are large enough for sta-

tistically significant analyses.

During winter, the West Oakland clusters follow a similar downward trend

as measured by a linear fit to the conditionally averaged concentrations, even

though concentrations are generally higher in the industrial cluster. While the

concentrations on truck-route highways also drop with increasing wind speed,

the drop is smaller than West Oakland. A plausible explanation for this be-

haviour is the additional turbulence on the highways caused by moving traffic

which increases vertical mixing of the pollutants with the clean air above even

in the absence of wind. This additional turbulence in turn leads to a smaller

marginal effect of wind speed on NO2 concentrations. This hypothesis can be

validated by comparing the average velocity of the sensing vehicle traveling

in each of the clusters (Table 4.1) which is used as a proxy for traffic density.

Concentrations on truck prohibited highways do not follow a significant down-

ward trend which is likely due to traffic turbulence (highest average car speed

among clusters) and the topography of this cluster, located at higher elevations

compared to other investigated clusters.

In the summer, the conditionally averaged concentrations do not follow a
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Table 4.1: The average speed of the Google Street View Car (sensing ve-
hicle) in units of [m/s] within each cluster during Winter and
Summer.

Season
Industrial

West Oakland
Residential

West Oakland
Truck-Prohibited

Highways
Truck Route
Highways

Winter 11.3 8.9 30.9 24.7
Summer 8.7 7.1 28.4 22.5

significant trend in any of the clusters, suggesting that wind speed is a less im-

portant predictor of NO2 concentrations compared to winter. One possible ex-

planation for this behaviour is increased vertical mixing in the summer caused

by increased radiation and surface heat fluxes that leads to overall lower con-

centrations in the summer. It is worth noting that the concentrations observed

for each cluster during summer is consistently lower than those observed in the

winter, as evident through a comparison between figures 4.5 and 4.6 which is in

agreement with the exploratory analysis of section 4.3. Moreover, the slightly

positive slope observed for the truck-prohibited highways cluster can be at-

tributed to the travel of pollutants from West Oakland due to Westerly winds.

4.5.3 Exceedance probabilities

For each cluster, the probability of observing NO2 concentrations above the

threshold of 40 ppb (95th percentile of concentrations observed for the inves-

tigated clusters) are calculated under four conditions based on wind speed and

seasonality as depicted in Figure 4.7. The four conditions are obtained through

a mixed data stratification process following the steps described in section 4.3.

The truck-route highways cluster shows a sharp drop in exceedance probabil-

ities during windy conditions compared to calm conditions with a 53% drop
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Figure 4.5: Effect of wind speed on NO2 concentrations for each cluster
during Winter. The colored solid lines correspond to condition-
ally averaged concentrations found through Eq. 4.7. Shaded re-
gions correspond to the interquartile range of conditional con-
centration distributions. The black dashed lines correspond to
a linear fit to the curve with details of the fit described in the
text boxes, where coefficient of determination is represented by
R2 and the significance of the slope of the linear fit is quantified
through t-tests with the p-values shown.

during winter and a 84% drop in the summer. One possible explanation for

this sharp drop is tied to traffic density and speed of cars on the highway. In

particular, for the truck-route highway cluster the average velocity of the sens-

ing vehicle when NO2 concentrations were above 40 ppb was found to be 16.7

and 15.3 m/s during Winter and Summer, respectively. Note that these values

are well below the velocities shown in Table 4.1. Considering that high NO2

are often due to high traffic during which cars are moving slowly, therefore not
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Figure 4.6: Effect of wind speed on NO2 concentrations for each cluster
during Summer. As in Figure 4.5, the colored solid lines corre-
spond to conditionally averaged concentrations found through
Eq. 4.7. Shaded regions correspond to the interquartile range
of conditional concentration distributions. The black dashed
lines correspond to a linear fit to the curve with details of the
fit described in the text boxes, where coefficient of determina-
tion is represented by R2 and the significance of the slope of the
linear fit is quantified through t-tests with the p-values shown.

contributing to turbulence and mixing of the pollutants. In these conditions

wind can be effective in creating additional turbulence that leads to the mixing

of the pollutants and lowers pollutant concentrations. The significant difference

between the probabilities of the two highway clusters highlights the effect of

trucks and high emitting vehicles on high NO2 concentrations. In addition, al-

most all of the measurements on truck prohibited highways during summer fall

below the 40 ppb threshold, leading to very small exceedance probabilities. The
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trend observed for the industrial West Oakland cluster is similar to that found

in section 4.5.2, with exceedance probability dropping under windy conditions

and lower values observed during summer. Moreover, there is a perceptible

difference between the two West Oakland clusters, highlighting the correlation

between land use and pollutant concentrations.

It is worth noting that the 40 ppb threshold is smaller than regulatory lim-

its for short term exposure. Nevertheless, the exceedance probability analysis

was worthwhile as it showed that the response of the tails of the concentration

distribution to wind speed differed from the response of the mean concentra-

tions. Furthermore, NO2 levels are correlated with other pollutant concentra-

tions highlighting the importance of an exceedance probability analysis in the

context of exposure to other air pollutants in addition to NO2 [120].

4.6 Sensitivity Analysis

4.6.1 Sensitivity of wind effects to wind speed intervals

The linear fits to the conditionally averaged concentrations found in Section

4.5.2 are subject to the chosen wind speed intervals. As such we repeated the

analysis to compute the slope of the linear fit to the conditionally averaged con-

centrations for different lengths of the wind speed intervals, ∆u, varying be-

tween 0.5m/s and 1.5m/s. The calculated slopes for different wind speed inter-

vals for each cluster during winter are provided in Table 4.2, indicating that the

magnitude of the calculated slopes depend on the wind speed intervals. Never-

theless, these results confirm that the effects of wind speed are less pronounced
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Figure 4.7: Probability of observing NO2 concentrations above 40 ppb
for groupings based on cluster, season and wind speed. Ex-
ceedance probabilities are calculated as the average of 1000
sampling simulations shown as filled circles, with vertical lines
corresponding to the 25th-75th percentile ranges.

on NO2 concentrations on highways compared to residential and industrial re-

gions in West Oakland.

4.6.2 Exceedance probabilities

The two-step sampling process used to compute the exceedance probabilities,

requires two parameters: Number of randomly selected days, ND, and the num-

ber of samples per day, N. Here, we investigate the dependence of the calculated

exceedance probabilities on these two parameters, ND and N, respectively.
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Table 4.2: Slope of linear fit to conditionally averaged NO2 concentrations
for 4 clusters during winter. Numbers in brackets refer to the
p-values of the slope significance t-tests and are shown for p-
values above 0.05. The boldface row corresponds to the analysis
of section 4.5.2.

Δu
(m/s)

Industrial
West Oakland

Residential
West Oakland

Truck-Prohibited
Highways

Truck Route
Highways

0.5 -3.16 -3.04 -0.61 (0.07) -2.12
0.6 -3.07 -2.96 -0.51 (0.18) -2.02
0.7 -3.00 -2.98 -0.49 (0.22) -1.84
0.8 -3.01 -2.85 -0.49 (0.22) -1.81
0.9 -3.42 -3.17 -0.63 (0.23) -1.95
1.0 -3.24 -3.04 -0.48 (0.20) -1.88
1.1 -3.17 -2.69 -0.53 (0.34) -1.71
1.2 -3.37 -2.97 -0.38 (0.50) -2.09
1.3 -3.03 -2.83 -0.73 (0.22) -1.87
1.4 -3.11 -3.16 -0.54 (0.46) -1.82 (0.11)
1.5 -2.92 -2.94 -0.44 (0.43) -1.79 (0.07)

Sensitivity to number of randomly selected days, ND The exceedance prob-

abilities were calculated as described in section 4.4.2 for number of ran-

domly selected days between 10 and 20 days. For each ND, the average ex-

ceedance probabilities for 1000 simulations were computed for each cluster un-

der each wind/season conditions. The resulting average exceedance probabili-

ties showed very little dependence on ND with all values staying within 10% of

the original average exceedance probabilities plotted in Figure 4.7.

Sensitivity to number of samples per day, N Similarly exceedance probabili-

ties were calculated with varying number of samples per day between 100 and

500 with increments of 50. There was no observable change in exceedance prob-

abilities when number of samples per day was increased, suggesting that the

original sampling of 100 samples per day was sufficiently large and therefore

did not influence the exceedance probabilities.
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4.7 Conclusions

An understanding of the interaction between urban form and the temporal dy-

namics of air pollutants is crucial for characterizing the effects of urban develop-

ment and climate change on urban air quality, and especially for understanding

how different settings in a given city can be subject to different health risks.

In this study, a spatio-temporal framework consisting of a spatial clustering

analysis and a robust statistical analysis of wind speed effects on pollutant con-

centrations was presented. The framework was used to study the influence of

wind speed in the reduction of NO2 concentrations in different regions of Oak-

land, California during different seasons. The analysis showed that wind speed

is an effective tool in reducing NO2 levels in industrial and residential regions

bounded by highways during winter. However, it was found that increased ver-

tical mixing of pollutants caused by sources other than wind speed (e.g. moving

traffic, increased surface heat fluxes during summer) can lower the effective-

ness of wind speed in lowering NO2 concentrations. Furthermore, an analysis

of exceedance probabilities showed that the response of the tails of the concen-

tration distribution differs from that of the mean concentrations. These findings

coupled with projections of climate and urban development can be used as pre-

dictive tools for future air quality in urban areas. For example, if reductions in

wind speeds and increases in periods of stability as observed over the past few

decades continue (through either climate or urban density changes), on the ba-

sis of the current level of emissions poorer air quality is expected in residential

and industrial areas of Oakland during winter [121].

The application of the proposed framework to mobile measurements in Oak-

land has been insightful in comparing the effects of wind speed on NO2 concen-
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trations across different clusters. However, the findings presented here are par-

ticular to the measurement domain of Oakland, and generalizing the findings

to other urban areas should be done with care. On the other hand, the proposed

framework can be applied to other urban areas with less consistent meteorology

than Oakland, to study the effects of other prominent meteorological parame-

ters on air quality as mediated by local land use. Furthermore, the framework

could be applied to study the response of other major air pollutants such as

ozone (O3) and PM2.5 to meteorological conditions as influenced by varying

urban land form. Meanwhile, the framework could be improved through the

comparison of clustering solutions resulting from other well-known clustering

algorithms such as DBSCAN, HDBSCAN, and hierarchical clustering, to name

a few.

By utilizing the meteorological data from one station, we captured the effect

of urban form in mediating the effect of regional meteorology on intra-urban air

quality. We note that an improved measurement campaign could deploy me-

teorological stations in the measurement area (e.g. in each cluster) or integrate

anemometers onto the measurement vehicle for real-time wind speed measure-

ments [122]. In that case, an even more robust spatio-temporal analysis can be

designed to study the relationship between air quality and meteorological con-

ditions at the neighborhood scale. Furthermore, coupled meteorological and

air quality measurements can also be utilized in emission source characteriza-

tion, similar to efforts in characterizing methane emission sources using mobile

sensors in the oil and gas industry [23].
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

Studies presented in this dissertation are motivated by the need for effective

mitigation of air pollution which can be achieved by characterizing the state and

dynamics of relevant environmental variables. The main objective is to combine

deterministic and statistical models to describe the connections between pollu-

tant concentrations, emission rates, spatial domain, and meteorological condi-

tions in a systematic and rigorous manner.

Given the wide range of spatial and temporal scales observed in various

datasets and discrepancies between scales of data and deterministic models,

it is unlikely that a “one-size-fits-all” methodology can be found to synergize

physics-based and data-driven models. Consequently, the approaches pre-

sented in each chapter of this dissertation while different, are all examples of

novel blending of deterministic and statistical methods. In particular, in chapter

2 the statistics of the LES numerical solutions are used to quantify uncertainty

terms that are derived from a physical model of instantaneous plume transport.

In chapter 3, physics-based knowledge is integrated into the Bayesian inference

scheme through the choice of the prior distribution of the emission rate and

the likelihood function. In fact, the likelihood function fuses the physical plume

transport model and the observed data before updating the prior distribution to

estimate the posterior distribution over the emission rate. In chapter 4, the pre-

processing steps involving the choice of land-use variables prior to clustering

are based on identifying the physical processes that drive NO2 pollution. Fur-

thermore, our findings are verified through physical understanding of the pro-

cesses, relating pollutant concentrations in each cluster to regional wind speed.
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Key findings from each chapter are summarized below.

In chapter 2, a theoretical framework was described to formally express the

uncertainties that are inherent in emission rate quantification via gas imaging.

It was shown that these uncertainties are due to the projection of three dimen-

sional velocity and concentration fields of plumes onto two dimensional images.

Simulated data from Large eddy simulations were then used to quantify the im-

portance of each term that contributes to the total projection uncertainties. We

found that the covariance error term that is related to joint spatial fluctuations

of concentration and velocity fields is responsible for about 25-35% of the pro-

jection uncertainty depending on the distance from the emission source. On

the other hand, we found that while the mean velocity error grows with dis-

tance from the source, its rate of increase slows down at larger distances from

the source. Therefore, we observed lower total projection uncertainties further

away from the source. Moreover, the investigation of the effect of time averag-

ing and acquisition times on the total projection uncertainties highlighted that

increasing the acquisition time to 5 seconds can lead to a drop of more than 50%

in the total projection errors. Our findings coupled with practical findings sug-

gest that use of multiple control volumes at varying distances from the source

and longer acquisition times as allowed by operational conditions can lead to

significant drops in projection uncertainties which can pave the way for robust

and rapid leak quantification through gas imaging.

In chapter 3, recursive Bayesian inference method was introduced for si-

multaneously estimating and detecting changes in the emission rate of a point-

source. This method was applied to a series of controlled release experiments

and its performance was measured according to several measures. We found
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that the coefficient of variation of the measured cross-plume integrated mass

concentrations is a good predictor of the performance of the Bayesian inference

algorithm, with lower coefficients pointing to higher success rate in detecting

changes. Furthermore, the range of the measurements was a main predictor of

the probability of false alarms. Although more experiments under real world

conditions are required for better evaluation of the Bayesian inference algo-

rithm, our findings show the potential of this method by highlighting its rapid

change detection and low rate of false alarms compared to current methods of

fault detection [13].

In chapter 4, a spatio-temporal framework was developed to characterize

the effect of regional meteorology on pollutant concentrations when mediated

by local land use. Particularly, the framework was used to quantify the influence

of wind speed in reduction of NO2 concentrations in spatial clusters in Oakland,

California in different seasons. We found that wind speed is effective in reduc-

ing NO2 concentrations in industrial and residential areas that are bounded by

highway during winter. In addition, it was shown that NO2 concentrations are

less susceptible to wind speed in all clusters during summer and during all

seasons on highways. This result is in agreement with increased vertical mix-

ing of pollutants by other sources than wind speed, such as moving traffic on

highways, and increased surface heat fluxes during summer that lead to lower

effectiveness of wind in lowering NO2 concentrations. Our findings coupled

with projections of climate and urban development can be used as predictive

tools for future air quality in urban areas.
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APPENDIX A

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 3

First two sections of this Appendix (based on [34]) describe the calculation of

the modeled plume-weighted advection velocity, uM
e , and the modeled normal-

ized vertical distribution of the mass concentrations, DM
z . These terms are re-

quired for relating cross-plume integrated mass concentrations to the emission

rate through equation (3.10) and are essential to the Bayesian inference scheme

introduced in chapter 3. Section A.3 is dedicated to the assessment of the effects

of different experimental conditions on the performance of the changepoint de-

tection algorithm.

A.1 Modeling the plume-weighted advection velocity

Here, we describe the determination of uM
e (xm, t) based on the logarithmic wind

profile. In a horizontally homogeneous atmospheric boundary layer, the mean

streamwise velocity ū follows the logarithmic profile based on the Monin-

Obukhov Similarity Theory (MOST) [45]:

ū =
u∗
kv

[
ln

(
z
z0

)
− ψ

( z
L

)]
, (A.1)

where u∗ is the friction velocity, kv is the von Karman constant (0.4), z0 is the

surface roughness (1.0 cm for short grassland [35]), L = −
u3
∗T

kvgw′T ′
is the Obukhov

length [45], where g is the gravitational acceleration (9.81 m/s2), T is the mean

air temperature, and w′T ′ is the mean covariance of the instantaneous w and T .
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ψ
(

z
L

)
is a dimensionless stability correction function [36]:

ψ
( z
L

)
=


−4.7z/L L ≥ 0

2 ln
(

1+ϕ

2

)
+ 2 ln

(
1+ϕ2

2

)
− 2 tan−1(ϕ) + π

2 L < 0,
(A.2)

where ϕ = (1 − 16z/L)1/4.

To calculate uM
e (xm, t), we first replace u(xm, y, z, t) in equation 3.4 with ū, which

is a function of z and t only. Next, we model the inner integral of equation

3.4 using the Lagrangian Stochastic Model (LSM) as DM
z (xm, z, t), as detailed in

section A.2. With these modifications, uM
e (xm, t) can be computed as follows

uM
e =

∫ zmax

zmin

DM
z (xm, z, t)ūdz. (A.3)

A.2 Modeling the normalized distribution of concentrations

In this section, we use the LSM to estimate DM
z (xm, z, t). The LSM describes the

plume dispersion by calculating the trajectories of marked fluid particles in 2D

(longitudinal and vertical directions). The particle positions (xp and zp) in the

downwind and vertical directions are calculated as

dxp =
(
up + ū

)
dt, (A.4)

dzp = wpdt, (A.5)

where dt is the time step. up and wp are the particle’s Lagrangian velocity in the

x and z directions, which follows the generalized Langevin equation [75]:

dup = audt + budW, (A.6)

dwp = awdt + bwdW, (A.7)
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where dW is an incremental Wiener process with a zero mean and a variance of

dt. a and b are parameters that need to satisfy Kolmogorov’s hypothesis of local

isotropy in a Lagrangian frame of reference [123] and the well-mixed condition

[75]. According to the simplest solution and considering a flat homogeneous

surface layer, a and b can be formulated as:

au = −
b2

u

A

(
σ2

wup − u′w′wp

)
+

1
A

(
σ2

w
∂σ2

u

∂z
upwp − u′w′

∂σ2
u

∂z
w2

p

)
, (A.8)

aw = −
b2

w

A

(
σ2

uwp − u′w′up

)
+

1
A

(
−u′w′

∂σ2
w

∂z
upwp + σ2

u
∂σ2

w

∂z
w2

p

)
+

1
2
∂σ2

w

∂z
, (A.9)

bu = σw

√
2/TL, (A.10)

bw = σw

√
2/TL, (A.11)

where A = 2
(
σ2

uσ
2
w − u′w′

2
)
, σu and σw are the standard deviations of the Eu-

lerian velocity in the longitudinal and vertical directions, u′w′ is the Reynolds

stress, and TL is the Lagrangian velocity time scale.

To solve Equations (A.4) - (A.11), vertical profiles of ū, σu, σw, u′w′ and TL are

required. The Reynolds stress u′w′ = −u2
∗ is assumed to be a constant in the

surface layer [36]. Since measurements were available only at a single height

during each experiment, the MOST was applied to describe the vertical profiles

of all wind statistics required by the LSM (i.e., ū, σu and σw). More specifically, ū

is described by logarithmic wind profile of equation (A.1). Meanwhile, σu and

σw can be described as [124]:

σu = 3.7 × u∗
(
1 − 3

z
L

)1/3
, σw = 1.26 × u∗

(
1 − 3

z
L

)1/3
. (A.12)

The empirical parameters 3.7 and 1.26 are estimated by fitting the measured

σu and σw by the 3D sonic sonic anemometer against (1 − 3z/L)1/3 [34]. In order

to solve the Langevin equation, we also estimate the Lagrangian time scale. TL
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can be estimated using K-theory as follows [125]

TL =
K
σ2

w
, (A.13)

where K is the diffusion coefficient [126]

K =
kvu∗z
ψh

, (A.14)

and ψh is the stability correction [127]

ψh =


(
1 − 3 z

L

)
z/L ≥ 0

0.32
(
0.037 − z

L

)−1/3
z/L < 0.

(A.15)

During an LSM run, particles’ velocity and location are stored in the x − z

domain. Given a point source with a unit emission rate, the predicted mean

concentration after integrating over y, denoted as Cy
LS M, can be described as [128,

129]:

Cy
LS M(x, z, t) =

1
Np∆x

∑ 1
|wp(x, z)|

, (A.16)

where Np is the number of fluid particles, ∆x and ∆z are the grid spacing of the

LSM in x and z directions, respectively. The LSM modeled DM
z (xm, z, t) can be

computed as:

DM
z (xm, z, t) =

Cy
LS M(xm, z, t)∑zmax

zmin
Cy

LS M(xm, z, t)∆z
, (A.17)

where xmax and zmax are used to denote the size of the computational domain in

the x and z directions, respectively.

A computational domain of (xm, zm) = (100m, 20m) is used with the grid

cell size of (∆x,∆z = (0.5m, 0.01m) and dt is determined dynamically as dt =

min [0.02TL,∆z/w(t − dt)] to satisfy the necessary condition of dt � TL to prevent

a large jump in the vertical direction [125]. For each run, a total of Np = 106

particles are released from the source and their trajectories are calculated using
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Table A.1: Summary of parameters used in LSM.

Name Value
Number of fluid particles (Np) 106

Computational domain size (xmax, zmax) 100, 20 (m)
Computational grid size (∆x,∆z) 0.5, 0.01 (m)
Surface roughness (z0) 0.01 (m)
von Karman constant (kv) 0.4
Height of sensor (zm) 1.3 (m)
Height of source (zs) 0.02 (m)
Friction velocity (u∗) case dependent
Standard deviation of u and w (σu, σw) case dependent
Obukhov length (L) case dependent

the LSM. The ground and the boundary-layer top (set to be 1 km for neutral and

unstable conditions) are considered as perfect reflectors, such that a particle will

be perfectly reflected back in the vertical direction and the sign of both up and wp

reversed [125]. Particles can only exit at the end of the domain when x(t) > xmax.

A summary of parameters used in the LSM is shown in Table A.1.

Calculating DM
z (xm, z, t) at xm = 20 and 30m without considering the obsta-

cle may be acceptable, however, this assumption will introduce large errors at

xm =10m [34]. For simplicity, we assume that DM
z (xm, z, t) is vertically well-mixed

by obstacle-injected wake eddies from ground to 1.5 × zF at xm = 10m, where zF

is the height of the obstacle. Therefore, we write

DM
z (10, z < 1.5zF , t) =

1
1.5zF

1.5zF∑
0

DM
z (10, z, t)∆z. (A.18)
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Figure A.1: Assessment of the effect of (a) source-to-sensor distance (xm),
(b) mean wind speed (ū), and (c) standard deviation of wind
speed (σu) on the performance of the changepoint detection
algorithm represented by detection recall.

A.3 Assessment of the effects of source-to-sensor distance and

wind speed on changepoint detection performance

Here, we examine the effects of different experimental conditions, namely the

downwind distance (xm) and wind speed statistics (ū, σu) on the performance

of the changepoint detection algorithm of chapter 3. For these assessments, the

leak rate ratio is set to a value of 2 (also 3 in Figure A.1, with similar results

observed for other investigated ratios.

To highlight the effect of downwind distance, we averaged the detection re-

call over experiments sharing the same xm. As shown in Figure A.1a, we observe

little dependence of changepoint detection performance on xm with no obvious

trend being established between the two variables. This result is expected due

to the little dependence of the leak estimation through Bayesian inference on xm

when obstacles are present [34]. Similarly, Figures A.1b and A.1c show little cor-
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relation between the detection recall and wind speed statistics. These findings

highlight the robustness of the changepoint detection algorithm under varying

wind conditions.
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APPENDIX B

APPENDIX TO CHAPTER 4

In this Appendix, we first provide the details of the snapping procedure used

to move the raw location of each 1-Hz mobile measurement to the nearest 30-

m road segment. In section B.2, the steps followed to gather and calculate all

the geographic covariates used in the clustering analysis are described in detail.

The analysis of the fixed site monitor that motivated the stratification of data

by season is presented in section B.3. Finally, the data pre-processing approach

involving Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of the geographic covariates is

described.

B.1 Spatial coordinate snapping

Each 1-Hz measurement of NO2 concentration corresponds to a GPS coordi-

nate pair (longitude and latitude in the WGS-84 geographic coordinate system.

With each street traversed multiple times throughout the course of the mobile

campaign, small spatial variation in the recorded GPS coordinates is inevitable.

This variation is due to a combination of vehicle motion and measurement un-

certainty of the GPS unit (nominally ±3m for clear-sky conditions and degraded

by the presence of buildings and trees). To analyze the statistics of NO2 mea-

surements at the same location, it is helpful to aggregate nearby observations to

a consistent set of pre-determined locations. This spatial ”snapping” is achieved

using the following approach.

First, the road line geometry shapefile for Oakland is obtained from Open-
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(a) (b)

Figure B.1: (a) The roadline geometry in QGIS and its conversion to (b)
point geometry with 30-meter spacing. Map data by OSM.

StreetMap (OSM) and converted to point geometry at 30m spacing using a built-

in function of QGIS (an open source Geographic Information System). Figure

B.1 shows the conversion from line to point geometry for West and Downtown

Oakland in QGIS. Each point in the converted geometry corresponds to the mid-

point of an individual 30-meter road segment. Then, for each raw GPS measure-

ment, a nearest-neighbor algorithm (Python SciPy ”ckdnearest” algorithm) was

used to locate the nearest midpoint of a 30-meter road segment as available in

the point geometry shapefile [107].

B.2 Calculation of geographic covariates

For each 30-meter road segment in the point geometry shapefile, a total of 26

binary and continuous geographic covariates were calculated as described in

the following sections with a summary of the covariates presented in Table B.1.
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B.2.1 Road type classifications and road length

The road line geometry of OSM groups the roads in Oakland into 14 separate

categories. Following Apte et al., we create binary variables classifying road

types into 3 distinct categories of Highways, Major arterials, and Residential

roads [88]. Our road type classifications correspond to OSM groups as follows:

• Highways: Motorway, motorway link, trunk, and trunk link

• Major arterials: Primary, primary link, secondary, secondary link, service,

tertiary, tertiary link, and unclassified

• Residential: Living street, and residential,

with Figure B.2 presenting the road type classification of 30-meter road seg-

ments for West and Downtown Oakland in QGIS.

Moreover, the OSM data is used to calculate the total road lengths for high-

ways, major arterials, residential roads, and total roads within 50m circular

buffers around each road segment.

Further, city of Oakland classifies certain routes as designated heavy-duty

truck routes for which we create a binary classification variable highlighting

whether a road segment is on a designated heavy-duty truck route. Similarly, a

binary classification variable is created based on whether a road segment is on a

road where heavy-duty trucks are explicitly prohibited by the city of Oakland.
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Figure B.2: Classification of road segments by road type with highways,
major arterials, and residential roads represented by yellow,
red, and blue circles, respectively. Map data by OSM.

B.2.2 City of Oakland zoning

The zoning map published by the city of Oakland is used to create binary vari-

ables representing commercial, industrial and residential zoning [130]. Figure

B.3 presents the correspondence of 30-meter road segments to each of the 3 zon-

ing categories for West and Downtown Oakland in QGIS.

B.2.3 Distance to point sources

For each 30-meter road segment we calculate the distance to potential air pollu-

tion sources including railway stations, airports, ports, National Priority Listing

(NPL) sites, and Toxic Release Inventory (TRI) sites. The information related to

each pollution source was gathered as follows:

• Railway stations: The locations of stations were obtained through OSM.

• Airports: The locations of major airports close to the study area (SFO and
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(a) (b)

Figure B.3: (a) Zoning polygons used to classify (b) zoning of road seg-
ments with residential, commercial and industrial zones rep-
resented by green, blue and yellow circles, respectively. Map
data by OSM.

OAK) were obtained through OSM.

• Ports: Locations of ports and port facilities were obtained from the U.S.

Army Corps of Engineers data on principal port locations and their asso-

ciated facilities. Data was downloaded from the State of California Geo-

portal (https://gis.data.ca.gov/datasets/; accessed October 15,

2020).

• NPL: U.S. EPA superfund NPL sites in Alameda county were downloaded

from the U.S. EPA website [131].

• TRI: U.S. EPA TRI sites were downloaded from the U.S. EPA website [132].

B.2.4 Mean elevation, population density and NDVI

The mean elevation, population density and Normalized Difference Vegetative

Index (NDVI) for each 30-meter road segment are calculated within 50m circular
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buffers. The population density is calculated using the 2010 census tract popu-

lation data as follows. First, a 30-meter grid raster file is created from the census

tract population shapefile polygon under the assumption of uniform popula-

tion density within each census tract. The total population in the census tract is

then distributed evenly over each raster grid cell. Finally, the population den-

sity for each road segment is calculated based on the raster file and the area of

the circular buffer.

The mean elevation is calculated using the Shuttle Radar Topography Mis-

sion (SRTM) digital elevation data obtained through Google Earth Engine (GEE)

(https://earthengine.google.com/; accessed October 1, 2020) [133]. To

download data using GEE, the point geometry of midpoints of 30-meter road

segments are exported from QGIS and imported into GEE. The code snippet

used in GEE to gather elevation data within 50m circular buffers is illustrated

in Figure B.4 with ”pfg” denoting the imported road segment point geometry.

NDVI is calculated using the Landsat8 data archived at the U.S. Geological

Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) through GEE

[134]. The code snippet used in GEE to gather NDVI data within 50m circular

buffers is illustrated in Figure B.5.

B.2.5 National land cover database (NLCD)

To assign a numeric value to the land cover surrounding 30-meter road seg-

ments, we assign explanatory variables to each land cover type. For a land

cover of type l, for each road segment, the explanatory variable corresponding
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Figure B.4: GEE code snippet for calculating and downloading mean ele-
vation in 50m circular buffers around road segments.

to l is calculated as [104]:

LC(l) =
1
n

n∑
i=1

I(l)
i (B.1)

where LC(l) is the percent of land cover type l within a radius of 50m of the road

segment, I(l)
i is an indicator variable equal to 1 if the i’th pixel surrounding the

road segment is of type l, and zero otherwise, and n is the number of pixels

within the 50m circular buffer around the road segment. We create variables

for NLCD land cover types of Barren Land, Developed Open, Developed Low,

Developed Medium, Developed High, and Cultivated Crops.

The NLCD image data is obtained from the USGS NLCD using GEE. The
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Figure B.5: GEE code snippet for calculating and downloading mean
NDVI in 50m circular buffers around road segments.

code snippet used in GEE to gather the NLCD image data is presented in Figure

B.6. This data was then used to calculate the explanatory variables described

above.
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Figure B.6: GEE code snippet for calculating and downloading frequency
histogram of NLCD variables in 50m circular buffers around
road segments.

B.3 Analysis of fixed site monitor in West Oakland

To investigate the effect of seasonal changes on NO2 concentrations in Oakland,

we used data from a fixed-site regulatory monitor located at the Oakland West

site managed by the Bay Area Air Quality Management District (BAAQMD).

This site is located in a mixed commercial-industrial with a distance of 30m

from a local arterial. Instruments at this site include a chemiluminescence NO2
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Table B.1: List of calculated land-use (geographic) covariates used in the cluster analysis.

Variable name Description
Highway road type Binary road type variable

Major arterial road type Binary road type variable

Residential road type Binary road type variable

Highway length Length of highway road type within a 50m circular buffer

Major length Length of major road type within a 50m circular buffer

Residential length Length of residential road type within a 50m circular buffer

Total length Length of all roads within a 50m circular buffer

Truck-route Binary road type variable in addition to the 3 categories

Truck-prohibited route Binary road type variable in addition to the 3 categories

Residential zone Binary variable related to city of Oakland zoning

Commercial zone Binary variable related to city of Oakland zoning

Industrial zone Binary variable related to city of Oakland zoning

Distance to port/port facilities Minimum distance to point sources

Distance to airport Minimum distance to point sources

Distance to railway stations Minimum distance to point sources

Distance to TRI Minimum distance USEPA Toxic Release Inventory

Distance to NPL Minimum distance USEPA National Priority Listing

Elevation Mean elevation within a 50m circular buffer

Population Mean population density within a 50m circular buffer

NDVI
Average Normalized Difference Vegetative Index
within a 50m circular buffer

Land-cover: Barren Land Explanatory variables created for each land cover variable
Land-cover: Developed Open based on the National Land Cover Database (NLCD). Each
Land-cover: Developed Low explanatory variable corresponds to the percent of land
Land-cover: Developed Medium cover of each type calculated within a 50m circular buffer.
Land-cover: Developed High
Land-cover: Cultivated Crops

monitor (Model Teco 42i, Thermo-Fisher Scientific) [88].

We collected hourly daytime (7am-7pm) NO2 concentration data for the 7

year period of 2011-2017 to analyze monthly changes in NO2 concentrations

at West Oakland site. We then calculated a daily average concentration for each

day in the 7 year period, and used these daily averages to calculate conditionally

averaged concentrations based on the month of the year. The daily averages
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Figure B.7: Daily average of daytime (7am-7pm) NO2 concentrations aver-
aged by month of year as measured by the BAAQMD Oakland
West fixed site monitor with the shaded region corresponding
to the 95% confidence interval.

were then used in a bootstrapping significance test analysis to establish 95%

confidence intervals for the computed conditionally averaged concentrations

[80] with the results depicted in Figure B.7.

The results show that the NO2 concentrations during summer are signifi-

cantly lower than winter with a 63% drop from January to July. This finding

motivates the seasonal stratification of the mobile measurement data described

in section 4.3.

B.4 Principal component analysis of land-use data

In addition to feature reduction, PCA is useful in investigating the linear corre-

lation between variables. Here, we use PCA to identify how land-use variables

are related with respect to the two primary axes of data. As shown in Figure

B.8, the first two principal components capture 43% of the total variation in the
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Figure B.8: Ratio of explained variance by the first 15 principal compo-
nents.

dataset, with the first and second components explaining 29 and 14 percent of

the total variance, respectively. Because these two components describe a sub-

stantial share of the variance in the land-use data, a two-dimensional projection

of the data onto them (Figure B.9) allows for visualizing patterns of similarity

among the covariates [135].

Figure B.9 indicates that the road length and road type variables are strongly

correlated as expected, since a road segment belonging to a certain road type is

likely to be surrounded by road segments of the same type. In addition, loca-

tion, distance and zoning variables are also highly correlated suggesting a lot

of redundancy in the land-use features. We hypothesize that the first principal

component relates primarily to road type variables, while the second principal

component is mainly influenced by the coordinates of the road segment (e.g.,

segments in the North West are the farthest from segments in the South East).
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Figure B.9: Labeled biplot diagram of all land-use covariates onto first and
second principal components.
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